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GELEY LA K E HOUSE

Middledam, Maine

Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.
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One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. Lake
Pond and Stream fishing all near the camps. The five mile river affords the best c £ 'j*
fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room. For particulars write for free circular to

1

P H IL L IP S ,

|*

I

M aine

Bald Mountain Camps ar? situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookmeguntkt Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
road to camps—Telephone connections—T w o mails daily—Write for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop'r.,
Bald Mountain, Maine

G R A N T ’S C A M P S ,
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
bafh. Write for information, train service etc.
ED GRANT & SON CO.

BLAKESLEE

1

LAKE G AM PS

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

Center of the best Trout and Salmon Fishing

1

On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake.
4
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon 'up
pounds in size' New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
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GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
W rite fo r B ooklet that will tell Yoa all about it.

j

/RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL C O ./ Rangeley, Maine

1914

Individual Camps. Rock Fire-places. Fly and Bait Fishing, Lake and Stream Fish

ing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.

THREE DAY’S TRIP
TO MAG ALIO WAY
Messrs. Baldwin and Sayer

Mountain View House

I

Good Job Paddling

ley’s canoe, where they did some1and on Tuesday evening in honor of
shopping and ^paddled back in time j their guests they gave a party, infor dinner.
..
i viting their friends frorp the Birches.
Mr.’ and Mrs. T. L. Harlow of Gard- Tllis uo doubt will be one of the lead; nor, Mass., with Frank Harris', guide/ *nS social events of the season and
Do after a stay here, are now at Ken-1fortunate are those who enjoy the hosnebago. ■
pitality of Major and Mrs. Wylie.

These are dog days and even the
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Bent, Jr. of
hay maker cannot plan for sunshine j Brookline, Mass., are among the late
(S pecial C orrespondence.),
; just when it is wanted.
Landlord comers and have taken Camp Comrn n ta in V ie w H ouse,
Rangeley Bowley has his fifty tons cut and ii ^°rfc f° r a stay of several weeks.
For further particulars write or address
Lake, July 29.—This is a rainy day, the barn_
1 Harvey Farrington and sons of Yoni but it does not dampen the pleasure
Arthur Burger of New York is hav-. k e r s J N. Y., who came several weeks
of those who come to enjoy the cool, ing good luck fly fishing.
One day a§°> were Saturday joined by Mrs.
*
*
*
qu/et days by the lakeside.
this w p ek he caught a 3-pound t r o u t Farrington, who received a hearty
One of the automoile parties, the and one weighing 2% pounds, a pair welcome from her many friends,
p^st w e ek, who came via Bretton of speckled ^beauties anyone might
Miss Edna Rheinfrank of Port Ches^ H i t t *„V W \W W W V W \ VW * V W V V W W t r t H H H V W W V W H W W V W V W U Woods in their Thomas car, was Mr. be proud of.
ter, N. Y. and Miss E. A. Rheinfrank
B IL L Y S O U L E ’S N E W C A M P S
and Mrs. F. X. Johnson, Mr,
and j,xr aD(j Mrs. James W. Frye and of Long Island,, N. Y., are among
Mrs. J-. F. Meehan of Boston,
whoS0Di) Master Gilbert of Philadelphia. Hie new comers who are greatly pleas
Home Camp. Ox Row;
Lake Millmagassett, Maine. Log Cabins
Best of Fly Fishing and Trolling for Large Trout, Salmon and Brook Trout.
remained two days and engaged
onewith Geo. York and Eben Hamden, ed with life in Camp Ideal,
Moose. Deer. Bear, Partridges and Duck.
of the log camps for six weeks, plan-guides, start this morning for a three
Miss Marian K. Johnson of Rese
Telegraph to Masardis.
Phone to Ox BowWrite to
lling to return the last of the week, days ’trip over to the Magalloway. ’ mont, Penn., who was a great favorVia Fort Kent Divisiou, Bangor & Arogstook R. R.
Yours Eternally,
B IL L Y
S O U L E :. |
Judge P. Q. Churchman, wife and Qne day this week they went to Ken- ite during the summers she spent at
Formerly at Pleasant Island Camps. Cupsuptic, Rangeley Lakes.
j
daughter of Wilmington, Del., after nebago.
While here they intend to 1the Birches, happily surprised her
* V * W W W W V W W W W W W * W V W W * t 'V W W W W V W W W V V W W W * W V W V ' V
a pleasant month s stay, left for visit all the places of interest andj friends, after an absence of several
home last Saturday.
! are having a most enjoyable season years, by coming Tuesday as the
Charles Harrington of New Orleans |a^ Mt. View.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
who is ’spending the summer in thej
Gardiner of Boston.
She had a most
North, is pleasantly located here and
enjoyable week’s stay, making excuA
greatly delighted with this lake and
sion trip up Cupsuptic, Bald Moun
wilderness region.
tain and other places where the mer
ry parties of years ago often went
This wonderful fishing and vacation section, is situated on a Just t0 keeP llis reputation Robert
in summer time.
high tableland in
®; Haw“ nls ot ^evidence r . i the
! Lone Fisherman/ came in with a
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Squires
of
N O R T tt-W E S T E R N M A IN E
4%-pound salmon Tuesday that lie
New York City, after a most pleasant
with an ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately caught somewhere out in the lake Entertain at Beautiful Summer month’s sojourn, regretfully left for
2,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring all by himself
home this morning.
water, snvigorating air; with the best of accommodations at moderate prices,
Home—Surprises Her Friends
Mrs. West Bissell of Philadelphia,
Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Wheeler- of
from the modest and comfortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho
|Plainfield, Conn., with Natt Ellis,
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those who has spent the summer here for
With a Visit
several years, after a month in Mon
'guide, still continues to ' have good
preferring this class of amusement.
treal, was welcomed by old friends
luck fishing.
Mrs. Wheeler has
(Special Correspondence.)
this week recorded a pair of salmon,
on her arrival last evening, and lat
Issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing; map of entire region, which will be furn er will be joined by her family.
pounds
The Birches,
Mooselookmeguntic one 3 pounds^ the other,
ished upon application to
Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Davis of Rum- Lake, July 27, 1914.— The summer, and Mr Wheeler caught one weighF. N. BEAL,
General Passenger Agent,
Phillips, Maine. ford, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. days are rushing quickly by for those ing 314 pounds.
Mrs. R. B. Stanley of New York
Guy E. Davis of Collinsville,, Conn., who are passing the time in the attractive
log
camps
here
on
the
island,
records
a 3^-pound salmon.
who
were
on
a
motoring
trip
across
FO R over on to the beach in front of the
Q U IE T J U L Y N IG H T S GOOD
Several parties have returned home
Prof. E. Goodridge of Hartford,
the
country,,
made
a
short
stay
Pines, when the tide serves right.
E E L IN G
this week,, regretting vacation days Conn., who is one of the instructors
this week.
The eel spear is a rather broad in
at St. Mark’s Boys’ School in SouthHon. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish of were over.
strument with several tines curled Rangeley and friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Walker of |bridge is a good fisherman and reJo. Goadreau the all round fisherman
back on themselves and sharply point Geo. F. Goodspeed of Wilton, on their Hartford, Conn., were on Tuesday j cords two salmon of three pounds thi
living at Camp Ellis is having the
ed.
The fisherman, standing in the way back from a week at Mr. Fur- joined by their daughter, Mrs. Johnj-week.
time of his life catching eels these
Last Friday was a day
Those who fish report “ good luck
quiet July nights, says the Bid deford bow of the boat scrutinizes the bot bish’s camp at Kennebagot, register H. White.
that will long be remembered by the and plenty of them,” eVen if they
Journal. Every night finds Jo with a tom over which he is passing and ed “here Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hickey of New happy company, who as guests ofi do not catch three pounders.
helper, out in his boat and by morning sighting an eel, makes a jab at him
if he hasn't captured a sugar barrel and the >second cousin to a snake, London, Conn., coming via the chain! Mr. and Mrs. Walker, on the steam-i Mr. Farrington and Mr. Gardiner
the Cup- have been too busy improving their
full of the sljppery fellows, he feels comes squirming into the boat. Some of lakes, remained here part of the boat Frye took a trip up
that he has been playing in hard luck.
suptic, where dinner was cooked out boats and wharves to go ifishing,, for
very large, fine eels are being taken week.
Tiiis has been going on for some time
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Dennison
of in the open. “ Nate Barrett can make the days are not half longenough
in this way by Mr. Goudreau and his
and as the eels find a ready rrfarket at
Bangor were week-ei}d guests at this the best cup; of coffee,” saido n e /fo r the many things they plan to do.
companion.
good prices it can be seen that Joseph
hotel.
while the others were telling about
Lindley Johnson, Jr.,, who has been
isn’t doing as bad as he might.
Monday morning lYm. G. Baldwin the fried' trout./ broiled steak, etc/ passing his vacation here, left on
The eels are taken with a spear, a
and A. C. Sayer in one hour and a that were cooked ;as the party watch- the Sunday night Pullman
for his
W here F urs Come F rom .
jack light being used for the purpose ! Russia supplies more of the world’s
half, paddled to Rangeley in Mr. Bow ed and waited on the shore.
home in Pennsylvania;
of showing them up, on the* river hot- |fur than any other country. Talcing
_ _
____ ■
___ Major and Mrs. Charles Wylie are! With the August days comd many
tom. This light, which is attached at the figures for Russia in Europe as
now entertaining at their beautiful who have had their camps engaged
the bow of the boat is reflected into well as Siberia, the annual captures
summer home, three charming young for months,
the water making things visible on have been estimated to amount to the
ladies, Miss Margerie Manner, Miss
the bottom at at depth of several feet. enormous total of 3,090,000 ermines,
IN
New York and Miss IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
and moths wanted fo r co lle g e r . IT grhest prices paid. O utdoor
Marion
Moore
16,000,000
marmots,
and
25,000,000
The hunting is carried up and down
summer w ork. G et com plete book o f instructions an ueti
Send 2c stam p. JAM BS
C L AIH. E ntom ologist. D ept.
.MAINE WOODS.
.. <
Jessie Mclntos of Holyoke,, Mass.,
Los A ngeles Cal.
the length ftof the Biddeford jettie and squirrels.

Mountain View, Maine

L. E. B0W LEY,
| Mountain View,

Maine.

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

DINNER COOKED
OUT IN THE OPEN

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

BUTTERFLIES

M A I N E W O O D S , P H I L L I P S , M A I N E , J U L Y 30, 1914
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WELCH MAKES RUNS
WITH BASES FULL

Maine remained here several days
nection is made with the regular route
shortly after go over another.
this week and expressed themselves,
at Lewiston. At Winthrop set odome
24.7
miles, at fork at sign, Cumber
as greatly pleased with this, their
land Center one mile, and small school- ter at 0.
.0 miles, Winthrop. Corner of Lake
first visit to the Rangeleys.
house (on left) bear left, and immedi
J. H. Sullivan of New York and Ills
ately after continue to bear left around and High streets, at Winthrop railroad
guide, Geo. York had a great camp
brick house (on left) onto main trav station.
1.4 miles, at road to right, keep left
eled road.
Little Brown House on the Trail ing trip in the wilderness this week.
Brunswick to Portland. Detour Route.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W, Frisbee o f
26.6 miles, Cumberland Center. At past Winthrop Grange hall on left.
4.1 miles, at four corners, at sign,
.0 miles, Brunswick. Corner of Main irregular corners with cemetery on
Newark, N. J., who are for the
Scene of a Birthday Party
and Pleasant streets.
Proceed on left, keep straight ahead leaving Winthrop four miles, turn sharp left.
first season at Haines Landing are
6.0 mileB, Monmouth. Post Office on
Pleasant street.
church on right after crossing inter
delighted with life in catfnjp.
right.
Soldier’s monument on left*
secting roads.
:3 miles, cross railroad.
(Special Correspondence.)
There are surely a few hlack bears
Cross railroad at station on right and
27.7 miles, at fork at sign, West Fal
2.4 miles, at fork of bridge over
in this part of Maine, for Fred W at
Mooselookmeguntic
House,
Haines
keep straight through village.
railroad (on left) bear right. Do not mouth three miles, bear right down hill
Landing, July 26.-—Some fifty of the kins saw an old mother bear and
7.9 m ile B , at fork keep right.
and across small bridge. Disregard
cross bridge over railroad.
10.6 miles, Wales. Post office and guests are to-night enjoying the her cub up on Cupsuptlc ridges one
5.4 miles, at four corners at sign Portland sign on road to left.
church
on right. Keep straight on wonderful sunset from the hotel pi day this week.
27.9
miles, at four corners with brick
Freeport keep straight ahead, disre
azza, and a party from Pennsylvan
Last Wednesday evening at the
with Sabattus pond off to right.
schoolhouse on left, keep straight on.
garding sign.
ia
declared, “ This beautiful sunset Little Brown House on the Trail,
14.7 miles, at reverse fork at sign,
29.3
miles,
at
fork
at
schoolhouse
on
5.8
miles, at road to left at white
ia well worth our journey from home, a birthday party was given in hon
left and sign, West Falmouth 1 1-2 Winthrop 15 miles, bear right, later
house (on right) turn sharp left.
picking qp electric car line and follow and I am so glad we are to spend or of (Miss Mary Roeschen and the
miles,
bear
right.
7.7 miles, at fork with cross road,
the August days in camp here.’’
huge bouquet of American Beauty
30.7 miles, at sign. West Falmouth, ing road close to shore o f pond.
bear right, avoiding cross road.
There has never been as large a roses and other gifts received, told
15.4 miles, cross electric car line.
bear
right
and
over
small
wooden
9.2 miles, at four corners turn sharp
15.6 miles, curve right at reverse number of guests at this hotel as are of the popularity of this Philadelphia
left immediately after going through bridge with sawmill on right.
to be here for the next six weeks, young lady. The guests invited to
fork.
31
miles.
West
Falmouth.
At
four
reverse fork.
15.7 miles, cross railroad at Sabattus which proves there is one summer help celebrate the event Included
corners
at
W.
H.
Pearson’s
store
and
10.2 miles, at fork, bear right and
hotel in Maine that is doing a rush Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Bowley, Mr. and
station on right.
keep straight on through several re small brick power house ahead, turn
15.8 miles, Sabattus. Post office on ing business this season.
Mrs. Amos Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
sharp
left
past
post
office
(on
left)
verse forks.
right. Turn sharp left in center of vil
Welch, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Kimball
Dr.
and
Mrs.
T.
E.
Hardy
and
Son
after
turning.
12.5 miles, reverse fork with iron
34.2 miles, North Deering. At four lage.
and daughter motored from Water- Mrs. F. B. Burns and several from,
watering trough in center, bear right
16.2 miles, cross railroad.
corners
turn
sharp
right
around
brick
ville
today reaching here in time forMlie hotel and a party from A. S.
picking up electric car line.
16.4 miles, at fork bear right.
dinner and will remain until the Hinds’. There were music and dan o
13.1 miles, Freeport. At brick Clark building onto Allen avenue, picking up
16.6
miles, cross steam and then elec
first of the week.
j ing.
Cocoa and cake were served
block, (on left) in business section, electric car line.
tric car line. Caution! Follow elec
35
miles,
Morrill’s.
Cross
railroad
turn sharp left, leaving electric car
A party of young folks, Chester' and a11 h°Pe for years to come they
line and immediately after cross rail and bear left with electric car line onto tric car line to
Willetts, Frank Hendrickson, Charles may meet at the Little Brown House
21.0 miles, fork at Hospital General
road. (Freeport station off to right.) Forest avenue. Again cross railroad
Burgess and sister, Miss Jean Bur- to offer birthday congratulations to ^
13.2 miles, at fork at small park, and bear left at fork beyond, continu St. Marie, where bear to right leaving gess, left the wharf in their motor the hostess.
with soldiers’ monument, on left, bear ing with electric car line over Forest electric car line. Pass ball grounds off boat about 9 o’clock this morning
The past week several afternoon
to right.
avenue. Pass water trough on right.
right.
waffle and tea parties have been
and
made
the
run
of
8
miles
up
the
21.3
miles,
bear
right
and
continue
36.2 miles, cross railroad.
14 miles, at fork with brick house in
Cupsuptiic and then hiked over the enjoyed at the Tea House; one from
36.4 miles, Woodfords. Curve left over Sabattus street to
center bear right.
trail
seven miles to Lincoln pond Pleasant Island, from the Rangeley
22.0
miles,
Lewiston.
Corner
of
14.2 mi’es, at reverse fork go down at five corners with electric car line
where they stopped for lunch and Lake House and
Mountain View,
Main
and
Lisbon
streets.
For
Port
still
on
Forest
avenue.
hill and cross bridge over tidewater.
on
their
return
tock
a
look
at
four
Mrs.
R.
L.
Spotts
of
New York, and
land
and
Poland
Spring
keep
straight
37.4 miles, at large brick power sta
15.7 miles, South Freeport. At four
deer. They were back at the hotel Mrs. Samuel Boothby, also entertainon.
tion
(on
left)
bear
right
into
the
Oaks,
corners keep straight ahead picking up
in time for supper feeling none the Pd friends for an afternoon,
electric car line which comes in from a large park, and curve left at pond
worse for their fourteen mile tramp, j Everybody is talking about the Satbeyond.
right.
Lewiston to Winthrop.
Dr. E. C. Higgins and Dr. J. W. urday afternoon ball game when the
37.7 miles, at four corners at oppo
15.9 miles, pass Casco Castle, large
Owing to the fact that State road
wooden building with granite tower off site entrance of park, keep straight construction is in progress over the Carter of Phillips dined here today, |Mooselookmeguntic team played a
ahead up hill on State street.
great game and beat the Rangeley
to left. Follow electric car line.
regular route of the Maine Automobile coming from their home by auto.
38 miles, Longfellow Square. Long
Messrs. W. B. Bowman of New Lake House team 2 to 8.
Just after
18.1 miles, cross small iron bridge
Association Road Book and the Blue
and turn sharp right onto Granite fellow monument ahead. Turn sharp Book between Lewiston and Winthrop York, J. J. Donlin, R. Reddy of Roch- dinner Saturday the team and their
street just beyond. Do not cross sec left onto Congress street and follow on the road lo Augusta and Belgrade ester, N. Y., and William C. Ross of friends, nearly 50 who had a special
electric car tracks to
ond bridge just ahead on main road.
Lakes, we recommend the following Boston are among tonight’s arrivals, steamboat, started for Rangeley. It
38.5 miles, Portland, 12 Monument
18.8 miles, at four corners at sign
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rich of Brook- was a glorious victory and how “ we”
route from Lewiston to Winthrop.
Square, Maine Automobile Assn. Tour
Granite street, turn sharp left.
This route goes through Sabattus, line, Mass., came on the Saturday all cheered, when H. L. Welch made
20.6 miles, cross branch railroad at ing Information Bureau. Evening Ex Wales and Monmouth, and the road is morning Pullman and have taken a his first and second home runs with
foot of hill. Cross iron bridge over press Office.
the bases full. E. L. Rankin, a fo r
as good as that of the regular route, camp for several weeks' stay.
Royal River with waterfall on right
E. L. Rankin of Boston was a mer Harvard coach, has not forgot
and all road construction is avoided.
and bear right, up hill.
Winthrop to Lewiston.
ten the fine points of pitching and
Connection is made with the regular week-end guest.
21.1 miles, Yarmouth. Pick up elec
Stewart R. Browne of Paterson, N. several other guests, including Frank
Owing to the fact that State road routes a few miles west of Winthrop.
tric car line and follow it through main construction iB in progress over the At Lewiston set odometer at 0.
J. is among those who are passing Hendrickson of Princeton and Jim
street of village. (For Portland, via regular routes of the Maine AutomoS
With Cameron, the Portland player, did
.0 miles, Lewiston. Corner of Main vacation days at this hotel.
Middle Road, turn sharp left. This bile Association Road Book and Blue and Lisbon streets. Proceed on Main Tom Canadian guide he already has honor to the team. Through the enroad is rough in spots and is not recom Book between Winthrop and Lewiston, street.
a 3%-pound salmon to his credit.
ergetic efforts of the manager, Frank
mended although somewhat shorter.)
we recommend the following route be
.2 miles, at Mystic Shrine Temple
A delightful party of Ridgewocd. N. Fuller, the team of 1914 bids fall
21.6 miles, cross railroad at Yar tween Winthrop and Lewiston. This building on right, at fork bear right
Y „ who were here last season for to win not only games but the gocd
mouth station (off to left) and keep route goes through Monmouth, Wales onto Sabattus street with branch elec
the first time, enjoyed life in a log will of all lovers o f the national
straight on where car tracks end.
and Sabattus, and the roads are the tric car line.
cabin so much they have returned game. Saturday’s game will go down
22 miles, at fork with two brick equal of those of the regular route, and
.3 miles, electric car line leaves to for an extended stay.
They are in history as one of the most interschoolhouses in center, bear left.
all construction work is avoided. Con left, straight ahead.
Mrs.
H.
Snyder,
Mrs.
W.
H. Hend-! esting and cleanest games ever play23.1 miles, go under railroad and
.7 miles, bear left onto Ash street, rickson and sons, Wm. H., Jr. and ed in this region.
baseball park on left.
Frank D., who will later be joined
1.0 miles, pass Hospital General St. by Mr. Hendrickson.
Marie on left. Pick up electric car
J. E. Levoir and W. H. Jones of
line which comes in from right and con Boston returned home by tonight's
tinue with it over Sabattus street.
Pullman after a pleasant week’s stay.
5.4
miles, cross electric then steam
The welcome that Dr. F. A. Hay
railroad. Caution!
den of Portland received on his ar
5.6 miles, curve left at reverse fork.
rival tells what a favorite he is and
5.8 miles, cross railroad.
he will add much to the social life First Fishing Trip to Maine and
6.2 miles, Sabattus.
Post office
of the hotel for the coming month.
ahead. End o f road, turn sharp right.
It Was Rich
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Laws and Mr.
6.3 miles, cross railroad. Sabattus
and
Mrs.
S.
F.
Pogue
of
Cincinnati,
station on left.
6.4 miles, at fork at sign, Augusta Ohio, who are motoring through New
T he follow ing
ex tra ct
is ta k e n
24 miles; Gardiner 18 miles, bear left. England tarried for several days and
6.6 miles, cross electric car line and greatly enjoyed the novelty of log from a le tte r received from a gen
tlem an who visited Maine
fo r
th e
follow along right shore of Sabattus cabin life.
The flag is flying at Camp Frye firs t tim e:
pond with electric car line.
I have just returned from a fish*
where F. H. Briggs of Washington,
7.3
miles, at fork at sign, Winthrcp
15 miles, bear left. Follow heavy poles D. C., who is marshal for the United tug trip up on Big Kennebago lak®,
States Court of Custom Appeals, ac Little Kennebago lake and Kennebag
with Sabattus pond on left.
It is rich. You certainly
11.1 miles, at four corners keep companied by Mrs. Briggs is passing river.
straight on with heavy poles.
the summer.
Mr. Briggs’ uncle, ReV|have wonderful fish protection. I anS
11.4 miles, Wales.
Post office on F. A. Dillingham, D. D., pastor of the greatly impressed with your laws.
left. Pass church on left.
This was my first fishing trip in
Universalist church of Bridgeport,
11.9 miles, fork, bear right.
Conn., is their guest.
Maine and I tried to study your con
12.0 miles, at fork at foot of short
“ The Ledges” is open for several ditions while there. I was much im*
hill, bear left.
weeks. John J. Whitman of New presesd with the interest the guides
16.0 miles, Monmouth. p ost office York is enjoying life there.
took in your fish and game in explain
on left. Cross railroad at station on
Miss Hendrickson gave a tea at ing to us when we came to closed
left.
Soldier’s monument on right. her camp to a number of the hotel waters—how particular they were aKeen straight through village.
bout protecting them.
guests on Saturday afternoon.
16.4 miles, at fprk keep right.
Mr. and Mrs. A. 'G. Dryer of Bay
I expect to go back in August
17.9 miles, at four corners at sign, onne, N. J., while motoring through again.
Winthrop 4 mile^, turn sharp right.
20.6 miles, pass Winthrop Grange
Maine Woods W ill Keep You In nail on right arid keep right at road t >
«nd Game Laws of th e State. 8ub>
left just beyond.)
«crlbe Now and Keep Posted.
22.0 miles, Winthrop.
Corner of
FAMOUS
Lake and High streets at stone water
ing trough. (For Augusta and Bel
BACKWOODS
grade Lakes turn sharp right across
railroad.)

CHANGES FOR
AUT0M0B1LISTS

MUCH IMPRESSED
WITH MAINE LAWS

Join the Band
of

Pleasure

Seekers

who

write us for accurate infor-

mation about Camps, Hotels

and

recreation

Maine.

resorts

of

It costs you nothing.

Write to-day

TAXIDERMISTS

FAIRY TALES

MaineJnformation Bureau
Phillips

Maine

U. W PICK EL,
TAXIDERMIST

Well, If Was Strong .
Little Geraldine, aged five, had fin
ished her dinner, which included horse
radish, the first she had ever tasted.
She listened to the comments of her
elders as to how delicious it was, but
how strong. When her father left
the table she followed, him to 4the
door and said Badly, “ Papa, did you
have to kill a horse to get it?”

Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tack In,.
Indian ivoccasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGELEY.
.
.
M A IN U
Ed Grant, Braver Poml Camps
New reading- matter, interesting.
The first edition was exhausted irueh sooner
than we expected and the papular demai d was
ao great for a second edition that we published
an enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
nmil (postpaid) at the low price named.
TweJve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.

J. W. BRACKETT CO ,
Phillips, Me.

“ >1onmoutli Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. UETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth,

.

.

.
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to me in a glass large enough for a ers of any sea or any land; at the
INTERESTING
drinking bout in the days of Henry same time they are bright and defiant
VII., and with a spoon the size of a and contentious. Above him are the
ladle. From a tiny glass dish, two women he loved, both with thick
LONDON LETTER soup
wherein reposed a silver spoon,

Amusing Experiences of a Former

W hen You W ant a Thing Done
Right, Do It Yourself
The man who wants his tobacco cut up for him
months before he smokes it, just to save a minute’s tirhe,
cannot blame the manufacturer because the tobacco gets
. dried up, bums fast in his pipe and scorches his tongue.

Phillips Girl Who Is Travel
ling

Abroad

To the Editor of Maine Woods;

We got up at four o’clock in the
morning to land at Fishguard in order
to take a trip across Wales.
The
great steamer could not dock at this
small harbor so £l tender came after
us, across water quieter than I
There’s only one way to get fresh tobacco—cut it up your
thought the sea could ever be, and flut
self as you use it, from the Sickle plug. Then you get all the
tered over by quantities of sea birds.
original flavot* and moisture that have been pressed into the plug
Wales rises from the sea in fine long,
and kept there by the natural leaf wrapper—and you are rewarded
undulating lines of hills, which on
by a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke.
close approach are great cliffs of solid
rock in whose less wind swept aper
Every day more smokers are coming back to the good old
ture tufts of purple heather blows.
Sickle plug and satisfaction. Buy a plug of Sickle at your dealer’s
When we left the sea shore we found
and note how much more tobacco you get, when there’s no
package to pay for.
a lovely fertile meadow country,
crossed by little brooks, like the mea
dows of Maine.
Sometimes the
meadows spread out into moors, bare
and uncultivated, across 'which moun
tains rose wild and lovely. Here the
mouths of dark glens were glimpsed
such as Ossian sung of. We rode a
long way beside the low-banked Sev
ern where the sand banks at low tide
show .splendid free sweeping lines
There were great quantities of
birds
here, and flowers
and fat
highland cattle, either pure black
or pure white.
I never saw such
masses of wild blossoming roses,
daises so l^rge and wide-eyed, noi
such tumbling fields of gllly flowers,
many miles south, east and west. arid there are no signs boards to disThe air is delightfully cool, dry and ligure these peaceful fields, where the
bracing.
swfeet smell of peat smoke is in the
The camps has all the appoint-, air. Dotting the fields one mees tile
ments of a first-class institution of good cottage architecture of old Eng
this kind. The large main bungalow land; low, one storied cottages, huge
is well adapted to its use, containing chimneys at either end and a long low
Offers Many
Attractions
for an assembly room of ample dimens roof between. In any direction there
ions, the studding of which is nat are pictures ready made for the artist;
Young Ladies
ural white birch, arranged in a geo charming little low lined
hamlets
metric design against a birch green burled in old fashioned garden flowers
background. The logs supporting the —quaint bouquets of roofs with one
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Occa
ceiling being of fir, also with the solemn grey church tower.
bark left on. On one side is a suit sionally upon a hill-top there is a
Canton, July 20.
able stage to he used for weekly im ruined castle of Norman build from
“ Pinewood” , the summer
camp
promptu entertainments. A nine foot whose broken battlements wild ivy
for girls,, built by O. M. Richardson
stone fire place with blazing logs floats like forgotten banners.
o : Canton is completed and ready
or. cool days or evenings, an upright j The little villages give first the im
for occupancy. This camp is situated
piano and comfortable furnishings pression of stability. England build?
on a terrace or “ Pine Knoll’ ’ on
make this one of the most delightful only once, and then she builds to last
the farm formerly known as the El
of living rooms.
On two sides byi forever. There are no flimsy wooden
lis farm, later the Varney farm and
chains of folding glass doors this! structures gay with capricious paint.
to the present generation
as
the
One
room opens out into the large open- All is built of enduring stone.
Sparrow farm.
This place
was
air dining room thus throwing the gets from its constant repetition a
recently purchased by Mr. Richard
space together into one large hall. sensation of permanency, and peace,
son and for several months past the
The furniture for the rooms is forest (and pride of generations. In compari
camp has been under construction.
green.
A wide piazza extends the ison with this enduring architecture,
It is one of the finest, if not the
length of the building.
The shingled our wooden structures have some
best camp in New Enland. The lo
walls are stained a nut brown and thing in them akin to those Arao
cation is unsurpassed for healthful
the finish painted hunters green tents which are meant to be easily
ness and beauty. It overlooks the
thus carrying out the colors chosen folded and moved away.
entire extent of Lake AnasagunWherever there are hills the clouds
for the general scheme.
The second
ticook, surrounded by the pictures- j
cling
close about them in this land of
floor contains a room for arts and
que hills of Oxford county.
The el
When the clouds lift
crafts, chambers for guests, bath frequent rain.
evation is 1,000 feet and the out
and
the
land
grows
level, we see that
rooms, etc.
look is
extensive,
reaching for
grey western sea that hems the
The out door sleeping cabins are
islands in. Upon the wrinkled sands
situated in the pine forest nearby.
beside it, that lie like yellow ruffles,
These are screened and curtained on
we see the long billed curlews whicn
all sides and contain four comfort
Tennyson said “were crying and call
able beds for the accommodation cf
ing” by Locksley Hall.
We passed
three girls and their councilor.
The through '-Cardiff, the world’s greatest
T IK E TABLE
color scheme of the cabins is the coal port, and on to Windsor, where
In Effect, June 22nd, 1914.
same as the main camp.
the Thames shines like a mirror and
The camp is supplied with modern is aflush with the grass. The tower
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
ington at 12.02 P. M., for Kingfield andRangeley. plumbing, piped from the lake,
and of Windsor Castle we saw under t
A t 4.20 P. M. for Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday
Train leaves for Rangeley at 10.35 A. M. Passen from mountain spring w'ater for drink
smiling blue sky. We wanted to see
ger trains arrive from Kingfield and Rangeley at
A fine clay tennis- court them at twilight with storm slouds
7.55 A. M. and from Bigelow and Rangeley at 1.55 ing.
P. M.
A flying over and gloom upon them, to
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A. M and leaves is among the many attractions.
at 11.00 A. M.
few minutes’ walk brings one to the recall to us vividly those old resound
STRONG PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
Farmington, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M.; for shore of the lake where there iare ing battles of Norman and Dane and
Phillips and Rangeley. and at 12.30 P, M. and 4.50 canoes and motor boats in waiting. Roman and Saxon.
P. M. for Kingfield and Bigelow. At 7.60 A- M.
Mr. Richardson has had the assist In London I recall Heine’s invective
and 4.55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran
geley and Phillips, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M., ance of his sister, Miss ' Mary
N. against English cooking. I think of
from Kingfield at 7.15 A. M. and from Bigelow
and Kingfield at 1.15 P. M. Sunday Train arrives Richardson of Boston, Maine’s talent his anger now sympathetically. I can
from Portland at 11.05A. M.; and leaves at 3.40
ed artist in arranging the artistic de not like luke warm water to drink and
A M ^ E D TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45 tails of the camp, which lias added boiled food without salt or pepper.
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at much to its beauty and attractive Here in London where I should think
1.40 P. M. and for Kingfield at 3.00 P. M.
of Dickens and Thackeray, I think
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave Phill ness.
Life in a summer camp is rapidly oftenest of Heine, who only remained
ips for Farmington at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M.
F o p R inrelay at 12 55 P. M. and 5 13 P.M.
as it here a little while, and whose Hebrew
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Farmington at 7.30 growing in favor, combining
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from does the healthful, free, out-of-door blood and French culture, hated all
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Kmgeley8.00 P. M.
Sunday train arrives from Portland at 11.25 A. life close to nature; swimming, rid things English. Soon I am going on
M. and lea yes for Portland at 3.20 P. M
ing, boating, hiking; the opportunity to Dusseldorf. There Heine was born.
RANGELEY PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
their love of Then on to the north of Holland to
Farmington at 5.35 A. M. and 11 30 A. M. and ar to express in forms
rive at 2.25 P. M. and 6.43 P. M. Sunday train ar beauty in music,
handicraft, folk look .out upon that North Sea, about
rives at 1-00 P. M. and leaves at 1.45 P. M.
M?XED TRAIN arrives at 10.15 A. M. and dancing, pageantry,
painting, etc., which he wrote one of his wittiest
leaves at 10.45 A. M.
and books, and taught the world a new
SALEM PASSENGER TRAINS leave for the social life in the stories
Farmington at 6.B0 A. M. and 12.50 P. M. Ar I songs
around the camp fire; the kind of vex-se. In Faris I am going to
rives from Farmington at 5.23 P. M.. from Strong
corn roasts and impromptu entertain search out the grave of Heine in Fere
at 8.15 A.M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Strong at 1.15 P. M.
la Chaise.
ments and excursions.
and arrives at 3.45 P. M.
I made an attempt early the next
Hundreds of people have visited
K IN G FIELD PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
Farmington at 6.30 A. M. and 12.30 P. M. arrives this camp during the past month who morning to hasten to an art gallery.
from Farmington at 5.42 P: M. and from Strong
at 8.35 A. M. Leaves for Bigelow at 8.40 A. M. are enthusiastic over the charming But alas for haste. In the restaurant
and 5.45 P. M, Arrives from Bigelow at 11.35 A.
where I took breakfast they brought
place.
M. and 7.30 P. M.
me boiled eggs in small silver holders.
W. A. L.
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
•‘I’m an American. I can't eat eggs
Farmington at 11.20 A. M., for Kingfield at 6.40
P.M. Arrives from Strong at 10.00 A, M.; from
IT P A Y S T O A D V E R T IS E IN M A lN I that way. Put them into a glass.” At
Farmington at 6.35 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Kingfield at 10.00
the end of a half hour when the eggs
W OODS.
L O W A D V E R T IS E "
A. M.
were perfectly cold she returned them
IN G R A TE S .
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

“ PINEW00D”, THE
SUMMER CAMP

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

blond hair, and calm English eyes
sprinkled them generously with salt, The face of Qarlyle (by Millais) is piti
which proved to be sugar.
Then i ful, and old, #nd harassed, and fretted,
wasted another half hour in explaining and worn by life. It made me think
that I did not want coffee boiled wit of the rocks which the tide has eaten.
milk. At last I gave it up, deposited Romney’s self portrait is very modern
a tip to her good nature and started and shows a face penetrating and self-'
out.
A tall grave man bent down ish.
Among the royalties one cares
and seized the tip.
“That’s for the chiefly for the great men who painted
waitress! Please let it alone.” He did them.
But their huge, whitely-ben’t deign to reply, but dropped it in wigged heads and shining red beeito a large brown box on which was and-port-wine-fed faces are imposing
printed, “Gratuities will be divided on either hand. I did not care for
twice each month among the waitress them greatly. My democratic stomach
es.” The cashier had no change for a seems to be as weak for them as it is
crown. Another half hour’s wait, at for the sea. Peg Woffington was in
the end of which I asked if he had sent bed; to be sure the bed was of white
to the Bank of England, to which he satin and the curtains that draped it
replied inperturbably, “No madam.” were the royal red for a king’s cham
As I started toward the gallery I re ber.
On gallery walls as in Englisii
membered Kiplings’ tragic story of drawing rooms, actresses jostle great,
what happened to a man who tried ladies of rank. All I saw of Mary Queen
to hurry the East.
of Scots was a sad little bust all black.
In the gallery—National Portrait It might at least have been of white
Gallery—they seized my umbrella. satin-veined marble. When Ronsard
That was civil and proper.
I said saw her at the court of France he said
nothing and made a dash for the first she was “very sweet.”
room. fust as my foot touched the
London is gravely beautiful. It has
threshold,
an imposing individual fine gardens with stately statues of
grasped me and twirled me around. English battle heroes, coming home—
“Your purse madam.”
after glory won—to rest forever in
“What’s wrong with it?”
these quiet gardens by the Thames. It
“I want it. Open it!”
has no high, startling buildings. Even
I was so terrified I couldn’t, so lie new modern buildings have something
opened it and took out the contents. of the massive impregnability of medi
He got along comfortably until he eval fortresses, great sweeping round
came to a brass box. Then his eyes ed fronts, long lines, small deep-set
gleamed and I felt like a criminal, but windows.
London is a city for the etcher, not.
I didn’t know why.
the painter in color. No sky scrapers,
“What’s in it, madam ?”
no soaring lines; a reasonable and
“Pearl ear rings.”
“Nobody carries pearl ear rings solid reliability, suitable for the hum
ble earth, expressive of love for the
about -the streets of London.”
comfort of life without ostentation.
“But it’s true.”
“Open it!” This proved convincing, The beggars here are the most pitiful
but he did not fail to add, “It’s very I ever saw. They are not the hopefu.
theatrical New York kind. They are
unsafe, and an unwise thing to do.”
I crossed the first gallery and genuine, with the added pitifulness of
dropped down upon a seat. After 1 years and illness. They are especially
had recovered somewhat I took out a sad to see in this garden by the
note book and snapped my folding Thames where I am' writing, where the
pencil together.
At the first snap flowers are gay and proud and defiant
another big-buttoned man grabbed of the ills of life. In part of the gar
den slow barges crawl on a river tha.
trie.
“What’s that madam? Let me see moves quietly like all things English.
The sky that hangs over London is a
it!”
“Why that’s just a pencil. I’m not sober sky unfitted for soaring towers
It
a suffragette.
I’m just a harmless and tawdry dramatics in stone.
American.”
I was pleased to see— seems constantly to admonish “all
when I got so I could see anything— things fitly.” When the sky is blue, it
that the other women . were having is palely and pensively blue, never the
just the same experiences. I wanted deep swirling blue of the tropics that
to take out a pocket mirror to find makes the heart giddy with joy. Lon •
just how much like a militant I did don is a silent city. One does not hear
look, but I was afraid of being arrest laughter and merriment even in fash
ed for carrying a dynamite bomb.
ionable dining places at night. And
I said to the attendant, “Can I get then the music of the orchestra is a-*
in to see the British Museum?”
if remembered and reproduced after a
“Yes, if your husband or father goes long time.
The little girls in this
with you, to vouch that you are not • morning garden by the Thames jump
their ropes and roll their hoops sedate
suffragette.”
“How about the National Gallery? ly, without the careless merriment of
“Only by appeal to the American childhood. W'henever one sits to read
or rest or think there arri grave-faced
Ambassador.”
Within, these portraits painted in clocks looking down at one, to remind
the colors of life give me a keener that time is passing—grave moons of
sense of individuality than any en day that shine upon pleasure palely
gravings I have seen of them.
as afternoon comes on these old gar
Watt’s portrait of Swinburne is very dens of London are sad. They are too
beautiful. The eyes look as if they thickly shaded. The trees are too old
saw far away, all the golden galley- and. black. The first tQuch of twilight
Turner painted floating upon seas of turns all the flowers into ghostly
gold. The face has no nationality to torches.
As I watch these grave,
it. Cosmopolitan culture had affaced sedately moving Britishers in these
from him all the commonplace ear parks and theatres and hotels, a line
marks of nationalism.
The face of of Shakespeare comes to me with the
Cardinal Newman is very kind; there insistence of truth: “I am not game
like
that
pleasure-loving
is evident in it the love of the some,
shepherd who loves his sheep. Car Aubrey.” In Trafalgar Square is the
dinal Manning’s, right beside it, is the finest monument in London. Upon a
stern face of an ascetic for whom very tall black, fluted column, stands
long ago the world had faded away to Lord Nelson. Upon his head such a
a theory. The death mask of Keats hat as “the Little Corporal” wore—stern
almost smiles. The mouth is sensuous, and commanding. Upon the ground at
the base, four British lions, black as it
but there is something of classic carved of basalt, monstrous in size,
beauty in the head. Lamb does not show their lifted teeth to all the winds
look a bit as I thought he would. In of fate. Fearless and brave and typica*
hiS black eyes 1 saw the gipsy’s spirit, of England, I am wondering if it is a
lion just so splendidly symbolic of a
and he hated the country and loved race of world-conquerorg that stands
only the stones of London. Shelley’s upon the field of Waterloo.
Edna Worthley Underwood.
eyes see things far beyond the bord

THE

SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER

OF

AMERICA

(Published weekly, Established 1874)
Subscription S I. ayr., $2. for 6 months;Sample copy free if yon mention Maine Woods
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
special reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting,
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting. Rifle, Re
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION.
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801 MASONIC TEMPLE; CHICAGO.
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CONCOCTION FIT
FOR THIi GODS

The cup was won by Grant Peacock
added to the treasury of the Range- of Pittsburg, Pa., who defeated J. S.
ley Motor Boat Club.
Jones of Brooklyn, N. Y ., 5—4 in the
J. Robert Whitlock of -Summit, N. finals.
ISSUED WEEKLY
Mr. Peacock with a 76 gross led the
J. is among the new comers
who
qualifying
round and met C. E. Synnott
4UailXJUJg
-------------make afi extended stay.
” * J
Kw
Makes
Mr. find Mrs. W. W. Cunningham in the first round. Helped slightly by A Little of Everything
Phillips, Maine
“The Lady of the House” Gives at their camp on Wednesday evening, his handicap the latter carried the winGood Lignum
in honor of their guest. Miss Florence ner to the 19th hoje
L. B. B R A C K E T T ,
Haines pf South Orange, N. J., gave
In the second round R. W. Steel f e j
Delightful Bridge Party
Business Manager
X•
A U l . Jones
v
_______ his way into the
a dinne^, to which a number of the ^2—1.
Mr.
won
" ------- y Before Caleb Peaslee had turned to
finals defeating Murray Rushmore and’
3~ hotel wprfi
young people from this
were
Col. John Caswell. The play in the farming, he had filled various niches in
OUTING EDITION
(Special Correspondence)
guests.
$1.00 per year
final was very streaky. Mr. Jones had life, sailor, fisherman, woodsman, ox
At Outlook Cottage on Wednesday
8 pages
Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley,
LOCAL EDITION
an off day and more than enough hard teamster, and cook, and he was prouder
afternoon, Mrs. J. E. McMichael of
1£ and 16 pages.............................. $1.50 per year July 29.—With the closing of July
luck; 62 with three holes to play was of his success as a camp and woods
of
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub and the cool weather of the past New Y«)rk gave the s|ceond
cook than of all his other accomplish
the winner's card.
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription week one does not realize that Aug delightfil series of bridge parties.
W. R. Eisenhower o f Philadelphia ments combined.
Many were the
75 cents extra.
Camp Anthony on the lake shore won the weekly cup with a 70 net, de
ust, with its rush of summer travel,
strange dishes that he could describe
There are the usual chang- near South Rangeley is now open. feating R. W. Steel by one stroke. Mr. in detail—"lignum” and ‘‘long hash”
Entered as second class matter. January 21. is here.
for the first o f the mid-summer Maximillian Foster, the author, and Eisenhower was in splendid form and and ‘‘camp chowder” among them, and
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
the Act of March 3. 1879,
month, but the merry company at family came from New York this his putting was deadly.
very precise were his directions for
Mrs. Foster’s parents, Mr
this hotel is as large as ever and a week.
cooking each dish.
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire packed bouse will be in order for the and Mrs. Frederick S. Dickson
of
James
M.
Connors
paired
with
J.
S.
■Cate of Maine as to Hunting, Trapping. Camp
"Now lignum,” said he, impressively,
During the past Philadelphia, all will regret to learn Jones defeated G. _Peacock. R. W
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county coming month.
week there have been 70 arrivals by are not coming to their beautiful is Steel and Luther Wood in a best ball holding Jed Gipson with a faded, al
ooally.
though shrewd, blue eye, “that’s suthin*
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish automobile, some to tarry but a day land home this summer
match the two, some were started 3 up you never get in the woods till you’re
and game photographs from its readers.
Coming
from
Portland
in
their
tour
and finished one up. Mr. Peacock’s 73 about ready to break camp, and come
When ordering the address of your paper and others will remain for weeks.
The cool rainy weather has pre ing cars to spend the week-end at and Mr. Conners’ 71 were the best
ohanged, please give the old as well as new
out in the spring.
Then some fine,
vented the usual number of outdoor this hotel is quite a popular and a
address.
scores.
warm, yeller day the cook’ll get up a
sports, hut on Saturday th* Rangeley very pleasant trip over good roads
mess of lignum, and when he does—
Lake House ball team surprised and amid beautiful scenery.
THURSDAY, JULY 30, 191.4
M. Trump of Philadelphia handed in
you hear me—the crew’ll eat.
When
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lyman
A.
Cousins
themselves by losing the game with
an 82 the other day which bettered his
you
make
lignum,
you
hunt
round
and
the Mooselookmeguntic team, 8 to 12, and J. J. Brown were the Portland best score by three strokes.
get a little of everything in the camp,
people
who
came
for
over
Sunday
but their courage is good and next
Many o f the lady golfers are rapidly and put into the big kittle, and cook it
Saturday “ Greek meets Greek” on this week.
You want to put in
hitting their stride. Miss Addie Wood till it’s done.
Three
gentlemen
from
Providence,
the Mingo diamond, and many of the
is again on the course and Miss Dodge, everything all together—p’taters and
R.
I.,
motoring
through
Maine,
re
young ladies are sure of a box of
mameu here over --------Sunday,
Messrs. 1a new comer on the Rangeley Links hit- beef and pork and turnips, if you have
candy.
Everybody is going to the mained
’em—and they’ll all come out tender
Spence H. Over, Arthur P. Summer ti
them on the n08e
^
ball game this week sure!
and nice. •! even knew an Injun tan
________
Mrs. Thomad Mott of Port Wash and Irving Bronley.
Good Fishing Along the Forty
Among this week’s motor pilgrims,.
IV
Mrs.
IIO. Charles
______
Adams of Philadelphia, moccasin to git into the lignum kittle
ington,. N. Y. was a guest for several
won the cup presented by Mrs. W. R. once, and the crew eat more’n half of
who have traveled hundreds of miles
Miles
days this week.
Eisenhower. Her 72 w e s just two it before they knowed what it was.
A New York party who came for from their homes, are Mr. and Mrs. strokes better than Mrs. C. A. Wood’s They wouldn’t have knowed then if
the week-end^, included Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Justis Lee from Jacksonville, of Buffalo. N." Y. '
one of the men hadn’t found the lacin'
Attean Camps, Jackman, Me., July
T. B. Gates, Miss Sally and Master Fla., Mrs. O. F. Gordon, Mrs. R. H.
of moccasin laced through the holes.”
22, 1914.—Although the summer season
York, Miss York and Gordon F. York
TENNIS
“Accordin’ to thatAtheii,” Jed teased
has just started, the fishing is exception Donald Gates.
Mr.
and
Mrs. E. J. Port, with maid of New from Cleveland,, Ohio;
the old man, “you ran tender up most
ally fine here. Mr. W. R. Hoyt, Atlan
Mrs.
Winthrop
D.
Smith and
By virtue of his superior steadiness any kind of meat by runnin’ it through
ta, Ga., just returning from a four York, who has come for the first sea-1
son, is much pleased with the Ran- Miss
Virginia A. Smith of
Ordays fishing cruise, reports fish is
and remarkable service, Thornton Em a lignum kittle. Did ye ever try it on
geleys and plans to remain until ange,, N. J., and all new comers explenty in the river, and especially
mons o f Princeton, defeated Morton wild game? Deer and ducks and coots
|press much enthusiasm over this
Toby Pond, where he was very suc September.
Goodspeed o f Boston 6—3 3—6 6—2 7—5 and such truck?”
In the big sun parlor, on Tuesday wonderful lake and mountain wilder Mr. Goodspeed showed only flashes of
cessful, trout and salmon rising readily
"I’ve tried most all kinds of meat at
to the fly.
He is very much pleased afternoon,. Mrs. J. B. Marble enter ness land.
his old-time skill, and only in the sec one time and another,” returned Caleb,
—
Mrs.
Fred
W.
Moore,
Miss
Alice
with the trip. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas tained some 50 of the ladies for
ond set did he really strike his gait pleasantly, “and they all come out in
The room was beautifully Moore and Miss Edna Chapman o f _______ ____
J. Hallowell are on the famous bow bridge.
the lignum puffiekly tender and fit to
decorated
with
bouquets
of
carna-'Brooklyn,
N.
Y.,
who
remain
for
soma
Emmons elected to stay in the hack
trip from here and report good fishing
eat, even coots.”
1court and depended on his Lawfords
all along the line of forty miles. tions and sweet peas t,and after two time also came by auto.
“Ever you try a loon?” persisted Jed,
hours
at
the
card
tables,
tea
was
a
.
H.
Speeck,
Jr.,
and
A.
B.
C.
to
win.
A
large
gallery
watched
These camps are in first-class shape
with friendly malice. "I cooked a loon
This
now and by the 27th will be practical served and a delightful social hour Proffet of Chicago find this a most the match with enthusiasm.
two days once, and then I undertook to
The prizes were won by attractive place.
ended the man’s singles.
ly filled. Guests here now are: Mr. W. passed.
eat it, and it’s a f;^t that I had to chew
of Boston c’nsider’ble on the gravy, and as for the
R. Hoyt, Atlanta, Ga.; Mr. A. Franck- Mrs. Plass, Mrs. Mills Mrs. Wm. Al-j Mrs. George G. Schaefer and three[ Miss Margaret Allen
enhoff, New York City; Mr. and Mrs. len, Miss Chatillon, Mrs. W. S. Mar- charming daughters, Miss Schaefer., triumphed over Miss Ruth Eisenhow- loon. I couldn’t make a dent in it, and I
Thomas J. Hallowell, New York City; ble, Mrs. H. M. Burrows, Mrs. Zin-!M iss Anna and Miss Marguerite er of Philadelphia 6-4, 7-5, 6-2.
Miss had to give up.”
Master Thomas J. Hallowed and nurse, seer,
'Schaefer', .. who --for -----several seasons ^Elsenhower
remarkably below form
jer, Mrs.
ffirs. Johnson
J uniiOUil and
auu Mrs. Moss.
---- |uv,na^.vi,
------The undercurrent of raillery in Jed’s
the
New York City; Dr. and Mrs. R. W.
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Hart and daugh have been great favorites among the and Miss Allen was always
tone had not gone unobserved by Caa
Seirs, Philadelphia, Pa.; Miss Louise ter, Miss Virginia Hart of Staten Is-, hotel guests, were gladly welcomed lead.
Miss Eisenhower made
a ^
‘
u“ '" 'M1' tu u>
Coburn, Skowhegan, Me.; Miss M. land,,
came
last
Qun their
fight
in the second hut with
U “ Us '' H’ut
ls mouth
land,, N.
IN. Y.,
I . , who
W I1U u
a u ic
l a u i , year
J
-for
—
u
U l c l i arrival Wednesday,
_________________ _ , and later plucky
________ _
_
grasp|
*
’ to
x
—
1— x/r~
a./,i1QofDr 1—*
Houston, Boston, Mass.; Mrs. H. Jud the first time have returned
re- 1they will he joinedj by
Mr. Schaefer,
j set point oimnst
almost within
within her
her grasp
“Now a loon, Jeddie,” replied Caleb,
kins, Skowhegan, Me.; Miss A. E. main until the autumn days.
Motor transients this week include Miss Allen served three aces.
with such conviction in his tone that
Gaden, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Miss M.
- - was impressed
^
Miss Margaret -------Bliss *---------paired with1Jed
Mrs. W.
A. H. Gilman and Miss~ E.'
T j| .mios
VV. H. Whitei,
wiuiei, wife
wme of
ui the
u c pres Mrs.
ivns. -«-•
in spit© of himself,
P’ rankenhoff, Brooklyn, N. Y.
ident of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Roberts of Saco, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Roger w ick s of Utica, defeated M iss..ig a queer bird> and Jt requires queer
and daughter, Miss Emma G. White w . Roberts,. Miss Roberts and Mas-, Margaret Allen and Kenneth Wood treatment to COQk it ,I f 1 tell you iest
OF
F IS H
M ID D L E
C A TC H
of Richmond, Va., who made many ter Ernest and John Roberts ofChelan exhibition match, 13-11., 6-4, 5-7,. how lt>s done like enough you.n thlnk
friends during their first season here,
sea, Mass.
3.6, 8-6.
The feature of the match lt.s all fO0iiShness. and make fun of
ROADW AY
left for their southern home this
Everyone was happy to greet Mrs. was Miss Bliss’ back court work me for believin’ such things. But I’m
and tell you.
The Kennebec Journal says: Here week,, taking with them the good p. b . McGay of New York,, who th is.and her partner’s work at the net. ;goin» to C],ance
is a story about black bass fishing. Ii wishes of a host of friends.
week has joined her sister, Mrs. C.jj^iss Allen was up to scratch but her
“Fust place,” Caleb went on, “you’ve
can be proven whether or not Bill
Mrs. L. Benziger and daughter, p. p 0pe for the remainder of the partner failed lamentably.
1got to let the loon hang in a tiraft
Jones is still in the land of the livin
Miss Lulu Benziger of New York season.
-------------------- -------|soraewheres for two days. Then you
Witnesses even from York state would were most heartily greeted on their ; All regretted the departure of Mr. ,I
ruumu It
11 Up
wi, to Father
_____
! want to get a lot of white-ash roots,
Puttin
be glad to testify in any place or spot return
turn for an other season.
and Mrs. W. “R. Eisenhower
and
A lQcal contributor cites a fresh ex-1not the trunk wood, but the roots, and
"*
as to its truth. So, listen.
This morning Mr. and Mrs.
R. A. daughter, Miss Ruth of Philadelphia, amp]e Qf the fashion in which the make you a fire, and let it burn down
Harold Shaw, a lad living with Ills Sasseen and family of New
York, who came the first of the season in
youthof today trips the unwary par*
to coals once or twice, so’s to ge
parents at the head of Togus pond, after a month’s stay regretfully said their touring car,, started homeward ent:
good bed of coals. Then you've got to
was fishing the other day for black good bye and started for the White via the mountains this week.
“ Father,” said the son home from fill your kittle about half full of pond
bass. He was standing pretty handy Mountains via the chain of lakes and
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Lewis,, J. M. college to his father, “ I must have bet- water—spring
water ain't good for
to the line of wheel tracks at the Dixville Notch.
Stover, Miss Stover of Haverhill, ter rooms at college. Why, in the nothin’ when you’re b ilin’ a loon. Next
bridge and just as a New York auto
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. A. Keer of New Mass., and Miss Lillian Parker of Place 1 room now there isn>t even ho* thing you want to do is to hunt round
party was passing, the indications of a York, while motoring through
Maine, Fitchburg, Mass, are a pleasant party
w^®r to shave wIth in the morning."
; and flnd a brick; and after you’ve
fish bite caused the party to haul up
spent
the
week-end
here.
of
new
comers,,
who
remain
a
short
.
‘‘S?n’.
whe“
1
nfa
u
your
loon
the kittle’
you kittle
Just shovo
, , .
„ .. . I
had hot water to shave with. Did it that brick indown
into the
endto see what the lad would haul up.
For a two weeks’ stay, among
this
weather
.^
,,
T
1 time. • . . 1 x
, I wbfiri
v aen tbp
tlie ^
earner wasn’t
v a s n i too
too bloomDioom wavs j, PSt as easy as you can, and. make
(And the stenographer says it will be
week s comers, are Mr. and Mrs. Jolt*Coming in two touring cars through
ing cold out in front of the woodshed ! ^ h brk.k resta on the end of the
all up if this is continued.)
The boy Harold played with the fish H. Lee and Howard Lee of Bridge- the White Mountains’ via Dixvillel and made lather out of any old soap 1*bottom of the kittle. You cook your
Notch, the following party made a 1 I could find.”
loon that way, and you won't have any
as best he could and to the amazement port,, Conn.
This week’s arrivals by motor in- short stay here this week: Mr. andj
“But, father,” expostulated the son, trouble.
of the onlookers, for to them it seem
didn’tI you
sayhave
you the
sentadvantages
me to college
ed that he was fishing in the road. elude Mrs. J. G. Mott and Mrs. J. Mrs. J. S. Morrill, Miss Mary Mor-I “ that
might
you I But, objected the thoroughly puzAfter quite a struggle with his catch, R. Winterbottom of Chicago in a rillo f Laconia,, N. H., Mr. and Mrs. didn’t have?” * ' zled Jed.'^how in tunket is a man goiu*
------------ :-------------j to tell how long to cook it?”
the boy suddenly gave a great tug Pierce Arrow.
H. E. Pliilbrook of Portsmouth, N.
on his line and up into the middle of
The following party in their tour- H., Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Coach, Mr.
Development of Oil Wells.
“Surp enousrh’” rePlied Caleb>and hia
the roadway cam© a whopping C’ 2 ing cars were here for over Sunday; and Mrs. A. E. Tallman of LawInstead of exploding nitroglycerine!
s,T1^e deepened and widened into a
, 4.1-1 O tC -tl VI \J L. V A ys av/ va > u q
v q —^
——
----- '•Irlachunckle.
“ Vmi firtpr
know
pound bass.
in the recesses of the earth to increase 1hearty
“ You
orterh know how
Hard to believe but absolutely true. Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cushman, Miss rence, Mass.
Lena
T.
Cushman,
Charles
Cusnman,,
11
one
uuiim
.
k
tnei
e
is
nut
<1
s
u
w
i
t
b
e
flow
o
f
oi}
weu3
a
more
recent
I
long
to
cook
it.
Wal,
Jeddie, you jest
Cushman,
Charles
Cushman,,
If
one
think’
s
there
is
not
a
good
And the head of the New York party
laid back and laughed until he cried. Mi. and Mrs. (■. ( . Abbott
of Au-travel to this part of New England j method hasbeen employed by com- j keep it co o k in ’ till you get the brick
He couldn’t believe it, yet he had seen burn and Mr. and Mrs. E. P.
Hamm this cold, backward
season,
they pressed air.
The compressed air is i soft ’nough so you c'n stick a fork
it.
u v v u upou
u p v i A the
va* w theory
^
w
_____
_._
of Lewiston.
should look oyer the register of this! used
that —
if the origithrough
it easy. Then your loon’ll he.
“Boy,” he said, *T’ve done and seer
nal rock pressure is put back upon ! done enough to eat.”—Youth’s Comlots of fishing, but this is the first
David Magie,, Jr., of East Orange, popular hotel, where during the past
time I ever saw black bass pulled up N. J., with his guide, Ed Jones is week, guests have come from the the rock the flow of oil through it v/ill j pamcm.
be held constant or greatly increased. |
-------- -------------------through the middle of the road!”
enjoying a trip to Big Island pond following 12 states:
Maine,
New Thus, as the oil is exhausted, the lost
W isd o m o f M oham m ed.
on the Megautic Preserve and writes Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Con- pressure is continuously restored by
Proof of Inefficiency.
A man’s true wealth is the good he
He—“There’s no use introducing me Mrs. Magie, who remains here for necticut, Rhode Island, New York, pumping vast quantities of air down does in this world. When he die*
to anyone. 1 can’t dance.’ She— the summer, that the fly fishing New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, II- into the inner earth. The new method mortals will ask: What property has
“What nonsense. I saw you dancing never was better.
linois, Virginia, Florida and from has been so successfully worked as to he left behind? But angel3 will in
with Miss James the other night.”
Rolph Kendall coming in his big Canada, and nearly 100 of the arriv- give promise pf general adoption quire: What good deeds hast thou
“ "Ves, but she hasn’t spoken to me car from Brookline, Mass., took ajs have come] in their touring cars, throughout the oil fields of the coun gent before thee?—Mohammed.
since.”—Li fe.\
try.
breakfast at home Saturday morning
and supper with his family at this j
GOLF
Why?
Convenient.
hotel, and reported the roads in exWell, why does a “ shoemaker's child
Estate Agent (exhibiting property
cellent
shape.
never have shoes?” Why does the
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or youngr. Also
The Hafir icap match play tournament to prospective tenants)—And then this
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
A large and appreciative company
average architect livq. in an ugly and
on the Rangeley Golf Club links fo r a house is so conveniently located. Not named animals at all times of year. Write or
poorly planned home? Why does the listened to the most interesting lect handsome cup presented by Luther E. the slightest need of equi, _ ,ng it with wire what you have to offer, stating lowest
price. Far farmers wanting stock should write
modish dressmaker usually look ure given by Col. John Caswell on
expensive clocks to tell the time—a me for prices and information before buying.
dowdy? Why is the lecturer on the “ Shooting Big Game in Africa” last and Kenneth A. Wood, was played on
M. F. STEVENS.
train passes every five minutes on the
Dover, Maine
“ Duties of a Mother” always a spin Friday evening, and nearly $100 was Saturday and watched with great in
railroad
not
30
feet
away.
Tel.
64.16
terest.
ster?
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S

seen “ Mr. Bre’er” and his days ard
will soon be joined by other members
nights are all numbered if it takes all
of the family.
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
summer. Three foxes s tood at the edge
W. A. Orr of Falmouth Hotel, Port
other display. Subjects in a, b. c. order
of the woods, Thursday night in front
land, is now assisting in the office and
of us.
is very popular with the guests.
FOR SALE.
We are all much interested in Feder
Millard Merz of Philadelphia who
al and State preservation of song and
was home last week on a business trip,
Ox Bow People Interested In the insectiverous birds. Even the bats The Barker Project First Thought has returned to remain with his family
should be protected. They capture and
the remainder of the summer.
FOR SALF
Preservation of All Birds.
devour multitudes of insects. The
of In 1900, Now Popular
Before Saturday noon several large
One of th e best set of camps in
crows can plead their own “ caws” .
parties are expected and August prom
M aine.
Good business already esResort.
“ The crow is a bird which never com
ises to be one of the busiest months in
Ox Bow, July 20, 1914.
tablished.
For fu rth e r p articulars
plains without cause.”
the history of this popular hotel.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
w rite Maine Woods, Ph illip s.
We are busy getting ready for our in
(Speclail to M ain e W oods.)
Mercury 50 at 5.30 a. m.
flux of guests who will be with ub for a
T IT U S , T H E T A L K IN G B IR D
FOR SALE— Edison Dictating
mar
The Barker, Mooselookmeguntic Lake,
Now is the winter of our discontent long or short stay, very soon.
chine. In first class condition.
In made glorious summer by the genial
July 28.—It was in the summer of 1900
Billy is about to return to the lake as I was trolling past Sandy Point the
quire at Maine W oods office.
Men and women in the lobby of the
warmth of this sun of Maine. The
with more supplies, to drive a few more guide remarked: ‘ Capt. Barker has
mercury climbed last Tuesday and Wed
Belmont
hotel, New York, the other
nails, and chink a few more logs; then
FOR SALE—Mill for sawing long nesday to 86 with scarcely a breath of all will be ready for the rush which is bought that point of land and is going afternoon were amazed to hear the
and short lumber, birch, shingles and invigorating air to offset the humidity. surely on the way, and which will ex to build a set of camps and a hotel utterances of Timothy Titus, suspected
making parcel handles.
Run by The haymakers are jubilant, however, tend the season of sport until after the there.” This was great news, for ev of being a villain of the deepest dye,
eryone knew the location was one of
water or steam.
Situated in Mad but the deer and moose are not so com snow flies.
the best on the lake; but we could not when he arrived in the hotel escorted
fortable,
nor
content
to
remain
in
the
rid village. For further particulars
Recent arrivals are Dr. and Mrs. E. look into the future, what is now the by Mrs. D. M. Child of Rochester, N.
Inquire of J. Blaine Morrison of Phil seclusion which the forest grants, but B. Field, Bridgewater, Me., at Libby’s;
Y., and Miss M. C. Morris of Mont
present, and see this hotel and more
are frequently coming out into the open
lips or W. H. Daverport, Dixfield.
rose, Pa. Mr. Titus has a voice like
and even taking a thorough bath in the Ed. Jenkins, Frank Murphy, Sam Pel- than 20 fine log cabins and 100 guests. an aged men, but his appearance is
ky,
guides.
Truly it is wonderful the changes that
FOR SALE—Village
stands
for Aroostook, the which a big bull moose
that of a youngster.
E. J. Whitehouse with two young have taken place during these years.
sale in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine did so, in full view of our home camp,
Timothy is a bird—a talking mina.
only a few days ago. Doubtless the lads left for Libby’ s Camps up river, There was no ring of the telephone and He was quite polite to a reporter, but
Morrison.
someone
waiting
in
his
New
York
fles and mosquitos are still troublesome Saturday morning.
when the latter retired from the room
along the streams and in the woods.
June weather report.
2200 feet home to have a talk with one of the there were shrieks of “Good night,’’
FOR SALE—Two lots of land
ad
A recent copy of the Shamokin Dis above sea level; 12 days on which some guests. The toot, toot of the auto “Good evening,” “Ohio Gerzams,” and
joining The Barker Hotel on south
patch, published in Pennsylvania, more rain fell. Snowfall 3rd, 5th and 6th, horn was not heard, as now, when some many other things which in the tone
end. Also motor boats to let and
than 1,000 miles from the Bow, nar from one inch to traces only; frost the party from, it may be Virginia, Geor they were uttered might have been
for sale. Address with stamp
to
rates the four weeks’ experience of a 28th; temperature, highest, 82 degrees gia, or Iowa, if not New York, Penn [taken for “Beat it!”
^
Robert Martin, (Guide), Haines Lan
party of two of the best known citizens on the 11th; lowest, 34 on the 3rd and sylvania or Massachusetts, waits at the
Mrs.
Childs
and
Miss
Morris
have
ding, Maine.
of that city, and two from Philadelphia 5th.; average for the month, 58; slight veranda steps to know if they can tar a great affection for Mr. Titus, and
damage by frost in lowlands only. All ry for a day or weeks. For now the they declared that there was no rea
in the “ wilds of Maine.”
summer tourist comes from all over the son to hasten from the room, as the
W ANTED.
They left home June 7th ult. for the crops in fine condition.
WANTED—Boy from 16 to 20 years upper Aroostook, and the lakes south
J. W. Smith, chief of local weather country by Pullman or auto into the bird did not mean to be rude.
to make himself generally useful in west of the Bow, about Millinocket bureau, Boston, would like to establish very heart of the Maine wilderness. In
Mr. Titus had several callers in the
August. Apply Camp Ray, near Min-' lake. The story follows:
regular observations of the Bow if suit those days it was only those who loved afternoon. They all admired his yel
go, Rangeley. Salary $20.
able agent can be secured, with gov to fish or enjoy wilderness life who low wattles, his pink feet and orange
“ Dr.J. M. Maurer and Edward Bren
came, but now, only now and then, is bill and his blue-green feathers.
ernment equipment.
nan, two of Shamokin’s best known
there a person who loves the gentle art
J.
C.
Hartshorne.
“How long have you had him?” Mrs.
LOST A N D F O U N D
citizens, are home again after a four
of angling, yet the wilderness as one
Childs
was asked.
weeks’ hunting and fishing trip to the
looks across the water seems unchanged
Lost—Round key ring, containing wilds of Maine. Accompanied by Mor
“Child! Oh, Child!” interrupted the-,
and we know there are as big fish in the bird.
seven or eight keys. Finder will please ris Williams and the latter’s son, Rich
lake as ever have been hooked, but per
leave at Maine Woods office and re
“I bought him last year in Yokoha
ard of Philadelphia, the local men left
haps not as many.
reive reward.
ma,” said Mrs. Child.
on June 7, and proceeded by slow stag
This morning Leopold Adler and par
“Wankitchu,” said the bird,
or
es to the Aroostook river and thence to
ty, after a pleasant stay of two weeks, something like that. It sounded sus-Millinocket
lake,
where
they
made
O U T L E T HOUSE A N D CAMPS
started in their touring car for their picious, but Mrs. Childs insisted that
their headquarters in a log cabin.
At a meeting of the Governor and southern home in Savannah, Ga., plan it meant the equivalent to “pretty
From that point they made frequent Council at Augusta, on Wednesday, ning to return to Maine next year.
bird,” and she wanted it understood
Outlet House and Camps, Bangor, hunting and fishing expeditions in which July 29, the appointment of Hon. H.
Two New York ladies, Mrs. Ida Eh- that Mr. Titus was never profane, al
Me., July 23, 1914.—The fine fish they .met with much success, getting B Austin as chairman of the Inland rick and Miss G. R. Hosch have chosen
though those who did not understand
ing
here is worthy
of mention, numerous fish, many qf them weighing Fish and Game commission, was con this hotel for vacation days.
Japanese sometimes thought so.
from one to five pounds.
firmed.
^JPine Tree camp is taken for the sec
one of our lady guests, Miss G. j
Mr. Titus comes from Canton. He
The weather throughout the four
The appointment was made some ond season by Mr. and Mrs. Lester migrated to Yokahama, where Mrs.
L. Hammett of Troy, N. Y., with i weeks was; ideal and they returned
time ago but there has been no meeting Wolf of Philadelphia, and their dear Childs bought him for a few yen. The
two guides having caught and landed home greatly benefitted in health.”
of the Council since that time.
little blue-eyed baby boy Richard, re conductor of the New Haven train on
39 trout in two hourB on the 20th, j Soule’s Camps at Lake Millmagassett
Mr. Austin will take up the duties of ceives much attention.
which Mrs.‘ Childs and Miss Morris ar
averaging in weight about one pound, j are nearly finished. Billy, the proprie his office at once.
Julius Lichtenstens of Hoboken and rived, does not speak Japanese and he
tor, has been back to the Bow for fresh
The fishing is especially good for this
friend from New York came Saturday misunderstood Mr. Titus who protest
supplies for his guests soon to arrive,
Ito remain until September.
lime of year, and the weather ideal, j
C A M P S F A S T F IL L IN G
ed against being separated from his
and for a little needed rest, having been
The following guests aite now regis
The following party from Rumford, companions to go in a baggage car.
hard at work at the lake for the last
On reaching the hotel, as the cloth
tered at the Outlet House and Camps. !
’•Camp Moosehorns, Schoodic, July Miss Ida Lapham, Miss Hazel Lapham,
Miss G. L. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.; H. Iseven or eight weeks. Just by way of
around
his cage was a bit open, Mr.
Miss
Erma
Freeman
and
Miss
Louise
20, 1914.—These camps are fast filling.
A . Eames, Brooklyn, N. Y .; L. B. Jew exercise, and that his right hand may
Titus let forth a stream of Japanese
Orino were here for over Sunday.
Rivalry
as
to
who
catches
the
largest
fish
ell, Hartford Ct.; Mr. and Mrs. John ; not forget its cunning, Billy has built a
In the evenings the guests gather in and English mixed. He caused much
is running high. As yet no record catch
Cross, Lawrence, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.! much needed and comfortable porch at
the casino, where to the music of the laughter. Mr. Titus was permitted to
es
have
been
made,
but
they
are
be
G. S. Hall, Orono, Me.; Miss Pearl; the back door of his home camp, with
remain in the hotel so long as he kept
ing taken and enjoyed at table. new victrola which Capt. Barker has
Vinal, Orono, Me.; Montgomery Clark, i one wall of the ice hojse for a cooler,
to his cage.
just
purchased,
they
dance
ail
the
new
Numerous flocks of partridge qre being
New York City; Miss Lila Blair, and to hold up the roof. When it was
“Tim’s hours are excellent,” said
and
popular
dances.
seen, as well as ducks and ducklings
Brooklyn. N. Y .; Mrs. J. Human, finished Mrs. Billy embraced her illus
“He goes to bed at 5
A party of four gentlemen from New Mrs. Childs.
swimming
in
the
lake.
Several
moose
Brooklyn, JS- Y .; Mr. and Mrs. N. Mac- ! trious hubhy and gave him herbleasing.
o'clock in the afterhoon as a rule and
York,
Messrs.
Leonard
L.
Stein,
Ran
have also been seen. Among the guests
Adam, Brooklyn, N. Y.; C. H. Crowell, j I will say that it is a good job, wel]
rises at 8.30 o’clock in the morning.
are: Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Massey, New dolph Jacobs, I. Witwisck and Nathan
done,
and
will
add
much
to
the
value
Brooklyn, N. Y.; L. G. Chinnock, j
Whe^i we were in Palm Beach this
Steinfield,
have
taken
one
of
the
camps
York City; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert AllBrooklyn, N. Y .; C. L. Chinnock, and comfort of our home, especially on
winter Tim used to give what were
beo and daughter, Virginia, Boston, for a ten clays’ stay.
wash
day.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
called afternoon concerts.’
Dr.
A.
I.
Buxbaum
and
son
Robert
Mass.; Mr. an'1 Mrs. Wm. Bennett,
Hotel and Camps are located within ! Many Bowites bave been afflicted of
N.
ox
New
York
arrived
Monday,
plan
Plainfield, N. J:: 2I!?s Ida Johnston,
Maine Woods Ads. Pay Best B*.
a few feet of C. P. Ry., therefore easi- j late with bad colds, sore throat and fe
Alabama; Mr. .'redcric Peakes, Phila ning to remain until the autumn days.
ly reached.
Automobile parties can { verish symptoms. Your scribe has not
cause It Reaches the People
You
Dr.
M.
Jackson
and
Frank
Hopp
of
leaves their cars at the garage at j escaped it; this is how it left him: I’m delphia, Pa.; Miss Belle Folsorae, Phil -Macon, Ga., are among the new comers W a n t fo r Customers.
T ry It.
adelphia. Pa.; Miss I-Ccrcr.ce Dir.sGreenville Junction. All parties met j in the throws of a red-ruboed nose; a
m,ore, AYaterville, Me.; Miss Sarah who will remain several w e e k s . *qgcg
hoop
and
a
cough
that
won’
tcorne
ough.
with private launch if desired.
Mrs. DeWitten Stetten, two children
Praise.
(My remedy:) I ’ ll seek the calm and the Peakes, Bangor. Me.; Mrs. Walter L.
qnd maid of New York have taken
Praise is of no use as a main
genial balm of the graceful palm; (in Murphy, Philadephia, Pa.; Miss Evelyn
Lest W e Forget.
Cosy Corner camp for the remainder of spring. Power lies outside of It, and
Murphy, Philadelphia, Pa.
Now and then a horse has to run Bermuda;) raise ‘ taters and yalm, and
entirely independent of it, in all truly
There are about twenty guests at the season.
or
ions—what
halm?
No
doubt
t’will
away, upset a wagon and break some
Mr. and Mrs. N. Gcldfinger, also New valuable lives. Tennyson, the poet,
these
camps
at
present,
and
as
many
body’s bones, just by way or remind be walm on my wee little falm, but I
more are booked for August. All seem Yorkers, came this week and Mr. G. was also the practical man when he
ing us that vehicle accidents did not fear no alarm; so with never a qualm,
remarked, “ I think it is wisest in a
very
happy, and the expressions of de has already recorded a 3-pound saimon.
begin with the introduction of the au I sing you this psalm—salaam! Other
man to do his work in the world as
Jacob
Goodfriend
of
New
York
with
wise The Bow is a very healthy com light at the quiet, cool refreshing and
tomobile.
quietly and as well as he can, without
his old guide, Gard Hinkley, is keeping much heeding praise or dispraise.—
munity, noted for its brawn and enter delightful surroundingc are gratifying.
up his reputation as a fisherman for his Selected.
prise (?), and for its spirit of true
last was a 5 3-4-pound salmon.
Wisdom.
neighborliness as well. They have the
Miss Olga Adler of but 12 summers,
The
most
manifest,
sign
of
wisdom
pleasant habit of dropping in, any old
the day before she started for home,
is
contihual
cheerfulness;
such
a
state
time, and.more likely than not will stay
had a 40 minutes' fight with a 3 1-2to dinner or tea. It seems to be quite and condition, like things in the re
gions above The moon, is always clear pound salmon. Webb Bolton, guide.
the proper caper. I doubt if one could
and serene.—Montaigne.
Julian M. Soloman of Philadelphia re
fine a single home where the rule would
cords a 4-pound salmon this week.
n it hold good. One can borrow, or buy iiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iim im iiiiiNM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
Mr. and Mrs. Jonas Mann, three
William F. Nye is the great anything the other has, and keep it as
children and maid of New York, who
long as one likes. In case of sickness
est authority on refined oils in the
were here last year, have returned to
or trouble, plenty of sympathy and help
spend several weeks in Knickerbocker
world. He was the first bottler; has
is at hand.
Camp.
the largest business and NYQIL
I love Bermuda, its scenery and its
Dr. N A. Johnson of Providence, R.
434 Congress St.,
is the best oil he has ever made.
people, and when to five months of
I., was here for the week-end.
mild winter there one is able to add 1 PORTLAND, MAINE
| On Saturday another New York par
NYOIL
three or four months of a northern | Erected in 191L.and positively the only I
ty arrived for an extended stay, Mrs*
HAS NO EQUAL.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass. 5
Maine summer, it’s great.
Fireproof Hotel in the City
Cscelia Frank, Miss S. F. Guggenhein
Beware of scented mixtures called
The Bow is distinguished as a strict | Elevator Service, Private and Public |
Offers room with hot ard
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
| Baths and every convenience for the com- § and Miss Lillian Goldsmith.
cold water for $1.00 per day
ly
prohibitory
plantation,
leastwise,
where a light oil is needed*. It pre
Mrs. Flora B. Lovenstein and neph
| fort of guests including
and up, which includes free
that’ s what it seems to be to your
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
use of public shower baths.
ew and maid of Philadelphia came on
I
HOT
AND
COLD
RUNNING
|
scribe. Game and fish laws are care
tion.
Sunday to occupy the Boston Camp and Nothing to Equal This in New England
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
fully observed, albeit an occasional I WATER AND LOCAL AND |
your firearms and your rod. You will
|
LONG
DISTANCE
TELEl
crack of a rifle points to the contrary-;
Rooms with private , baths
Loss of Vitality is loss of the
find it by far the best- Hardware and
for $1.50 per day and up;
In most cases, if net all, I have reason 1 PHONE IN EVERY ROOM l principle of life, and is early indi
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
suites of two rooms and bath
to say that the victim of the shot is a 1 SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED = cated by failing appetite and dimin
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
| FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS |
for $4.00 per day and up.
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
fox, a hedgehog or a predatory, thie\strength
and endurance.
| American Plan $2.50 per day, upward | ishing
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
ing hawk. Only a few days ago a hawk | European Plan $1,00 per day, upward |
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the greatest
WM. F. NYE,
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
chased one of our best laying hens, and E Letters o f inquiry regarding rates e tc ., prom ptly an sw ered. E
vitalizer—it
acts on all organs and
Send for Booklet
New Bedford, Mass.
pulled every feather out of her tail; we | H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMELEIN, §
functions, and builds up the whole STORFR F. CRAFTS G.r, Manager
Proprietors.
1
have.the feathers to prove it. We’ve fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM iiim uiiiHHHHHiiim im iiiiniiiiiiiiim m im iM iiiiim im iiii
system.

CLASSIFIED

INFLUX OF GUESTS
SOON EXPECTED

A MISS HAS FIGHT
WITH SALMON

H. B. AUSTIN
CONFIRMED

S Catering to “ Up State” Folks I

Ih CHUSEHOUSE!

ft* '-

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

M A I N E W OODS, P H I L L I P S , M A I N t ,

ter day took excursion trips to dif
ferent places on the lake, mid had
the best time ever.
Humbert B. Powell, a well known
Philadelphia lawyer, who in 1900
came to Pleasant Island for the
Camps on Birch Island Opened for first time and is now an annual
l guest, arrived last wTeek to remain
Pennsylvania Party
until late in September. Mr. Powi ell as usual is accompanied by Mrs.
|Powell, their two sons, T. Jenkins
(Special Correspondence.)
and Humbert B. Jr. and daughter,
Th
Pleasant 'Island Camps, Cupsuptic Miss Edyth \\. Po^ ^ ^ ld
, .
Lake, July 2 5 .-A t 6.30 o’clock this, Party have Camp Sua-et and their

NEW YORKER
TAKES 22 ON FLY
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to make a preserve of the Katalidin
region?
*
What better country in all New
England could be found for the es
tablishment of a state or national
preserve?
New York State has already tak
en means to protect the Adirondack
region and the U. S. government
has taken our part of the mountain
country of western North Carolina to
include in the Appalachian reserva
tion.
Let us hope that
Conressman
Guernsey’s bill may yet be passed
at Washington.
Yours truly
Edward G. Kent.

Has any on# lost a dear little deer?; country, in a circle of some 60 miles,
Several of tile camp owners on the looking out for forest fires. He has
shore of Modselookmeguntic lake are a telephone connecting with the
not very fond of the dear little deer; storehouse at Cupsuptic and on pleasthat often injthe early morning and j ant days from early morning unat sunset takes a walk all over their! til sunset Bert is on the “ lookout,”
morning I opened my cabin door, andiown - " 00 JB0 or
‘
little garden patch and enjoys a free which is built of steel and some 30
looking down to the wharf noticed
Lakeside Camp is for another sealunch from the first bit of “ garden feet above the highest part of the
Pete Lufkin was busy cleaning sev- son the happy home of Mr. and Mrs.
mountain. At night he goes down to
sass” that has come up.
eral fish and called, “ Good morning C. A. Washburn of Newtonville,
his little cabin half a mile below on
It
is
a
handsome
buck
deer
that
Pete.”
He answered as he held up! Mass.,, who arrived on Thursday for
the mountainside, and on stormy
a 2-pound salmon, “ Good morning, j their usual extended stay. This year some other dear loves, for he has
a big red ribbon around his neck days when he cannot see any dis
will you have trout or salmon, boil- they have a handsome new canoe
and two little bells, but no one instance takes a hike down the mouned
fried?”
And
ed or
or fried?"
And that
that is
is how
how I]
i. Yesterday
resteraay they
u.ey put
yui. their motor boat
ot
iCOlultI.y knaWs tain trail to Kennebago and over to
chanced to have trout, fried crisp ; into the water an l Boon wtil be mak- to this P « *
the c0UAtr.v
where everybody
everybody is
is glad
glad to
whose pet it is.
Petering good records fishing.
and brown for my breakfast,
see liim. Then supplies are purchas
has for several weeks been guiding! The Craig party, who have the
A very amusing tiling recently hap ed, the mail called for, the “ pack” Many Diversions lor the Days as
a happy New Yorker, A1 Denzer,; bungalow on the mainland, this sumpened in the Union Station in Port loaded and ufc the mountain, with the
who came early in the season and: pier includes Mrs. D. It. Craig, two
housekeeping
necessities, of food,
Well as Evenings
is
not
yet talking of changing SOns, James W. and Master Kenneth land. A wealthy southern lady with etc. Bert, closely followed by the
her two daughters, the younger,, a
his summer residence.
Mr. Denzer Craig and daughter,
Miss
Annie
sweet little girl, had a valuable lit- knowing little dog, returns to the
(Special Correspondence.)
Mists
a good fly fisherman for lie i Craig of Boston and niece
is
tie Prekinese spaniel and the jcharm-! mountain top to remain until another
Mingo Springs, July 19.— Miss Lucy
caught 22 trout the other evening, th Ethel P. Woods of West Newton,,
ing young lady, just home from board ra:ny day.
Often on pleasant da>s Joy, Mrs. Eastman, Mr. N. Moore
largest one 2 pounds, but he has n o 1M&ss.i, and their governess, Miss E.
Pinhead will stop and listen, then
ing
school
had
a
huge
black
Great
and guide went to Dodge and Round
idea where Pete took him, for al G. Meyer of Bremerhaven, Germany.
gives a glad bark which announces,
ponds Tuesday for fly fishing and
though he is anxious to go back a- The young folks are having a great Dame dog with white paws, while
“ we are to have callers,” for far
trail pleasures for the day and they
gain, even if Pete blindfolds him, time having Archie Lufkin for guide the mother sat quietly by with a bas
down the mountain trali he hears a
ket
out
of
which
peered
the
head
of
will bring back some fish.
the trout are still growing bigger.
and his motor boat.
a handsome coon cat.
The party voice or the echo of a happy laugh
Several parties booked Tor Mingo
Is it luck or skill? Mr. Denzer one
The days ar& not half long enough
of someone who is taking a climb
will arrive this week and business aday this week came in with a
for the young people who follow the became aware they were attracting
_
*
-milch attention but tliev bad tbe^ t’ P Kennebago mountain, and they round this beautiful resort keeps ev
pound salmon, the next •day one trails through the forest, go fishing Imucl1 attention, put me.
naa *ael
j place all to themselves, for everyone, aJf always sure of a hearty welcome eryone hustling as Proprietor Cole is
weighing 3% pounds and the third and boating, camping and bathing,
who saw the size of the dog hurried r°m master and dog.
a host that is tireless in his efforts
day one weighing 4% pounds and. With their guides, the Le Boutillier
Last year 205 called on Mr. Braun,. to anticipate the wants of his guests.
thinks that trio enough records fo r : party, making eleven this week took b^
At last an old gentleman, who car- often bringing with them the latest! If satisfied, contented ejaculations
one trip.
a trip to Grant’s Camps, Kennebago.
ried
himself like a Mexican soldier, papers or the magazines they had and happy laughter, jest and song ca
The Pullman out of Boston every
Over in the Winter Camp Mr. H.
Friday night is much appreciated by W. Hanan and son Robert Hanan of came bravely up to the little com- read, or a new book,, and the young be taken as true indications of gen
the Pleasant Island people.
New York are pleasantly located Pau3h tipped his hat and politely said, ladies often left a box of candy and uine enjoyment, why “ Mingo” lias a
This morning at 7.30 o’clock Dr. H. and so much pleased with this, their "Excuse me, but may I ask with wha the gentlemen, cigars, which were happy family in her guests, and they
greatly enjoyed.
H. Hazen of Washington, D. C. was first visit that they will later be join- circus are you traveling.”
are finding no dull, long, dragging
I know of no better way to spend time pass. Every
Saturday night
here for breakfast “ only ten hours' e<] by other members of the family,
Recently I received a large envel- a day or one more enjoyable for the there is the social dance* for which
fporn Boston and a good night’s j t . O. Rogers of Boston, who is her
sleep.”
Mrs. Hazen is now in j f or the summer has been busy having
witlx a foreign stamp, and on |city folks, who go to Kennebago than elaborate preparation in the way of
Melrose, Mass., called there by the I his motor boat, the “ D. T.” painted opening it I found an invitation to [with a guide to carry the pack, clim b; learning new dances, is progressing
illness of her mother but will soon and with new flags now makes a tbe wedding of Mr. Farhood, who for, to the top of West Kennebago and under the capable direction of Pro
return to their pretty summer home, pretty show on the water as he goes a number of years has each summer lunch, and look out over this great ifessor Bradford Lambert. The max“ House-in-the-woods.”
from place to place on pleasure ex- come to the Raneleys with the most and glorious wilderness region of ixe, twinkle and other fascinating
After a most delightful month’s cursions.
! beautiful laces and
embroideries, northern Maine.
steps are in process of perfecting.
stay, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Grant,, Mr.
In fact it’s getting so the “ stars are
Mr. and Mrs. Norman C. Walker c f wbxcb be buys in ^ar awa3r lands and
and Mrs. C. Wesley Luyster of New Orange, N. J., who are passing v a -'SaRs
One afternoon this week as the twinkling” at unseemly hours of the
ladies at the
hotels
York and friends, Mr. and Mrs. G. cation days in Lone Pine Tree Camp,' wbere lie bas niade a host of friends, steamboat Rangeley stopped at Min day and zeal and power expended
B. Kimball, two little girls and maid with Bob Martin guide, bad a most|The InvItation read, “ Mr. and Mrs. go Springs the proprietor, C. A. Cole, in assembly ball almost
every
of Boston returned home Wednesday. enjoyable trip up Cupsuptic stream 'Hourani raQuest the pleasure of your, greeted me with.this kind invitation, afternoon.
One of our gifted young
It was their first visit to the' Range- the first of the week.
! company at the marriage of their1“ just stop off and go fishing with us ladies, Miss Lucy Jay bas the fol
leys, but will not be their last. They
As the camps on the Island are all sister> Nabla Rasi to Mr. Tanfeek Fly Rod.” And I was most happy lowing effusion which she “ hesitates’
chartered a motor boat and day af- taken for August those on Little Farhood at Brunswick St. Presbyter- to do so.
and “ twinkles” while she passes
Not all know that Mingo Springs around
to
us, “ The morning
Birch Island, which have not been ian cburoh' at 2 o ’clock and afterused for two years are now being! wards at Westholme, Pine Road, Did has a new proprietor. One of the After” :
put in order for a party from Penn-Ibury’ Manchester, Enland.”
It is well known hotel men of New Jer
Twinkle, twinkle, the dance that’s
sylvania who come next week a n d !hoped Mr* Farllo°d> wll« n he comes sey, who has had years of experi
new,,
more guests than usual will be enter-!this summer w111
accompanied by ence in Maine and Canada has leas How I wish it I could do!
tained at Pleasant Island for th e! his brida- who wil1 be most cordially ed Mingo for several years, and this Beyond all dances I would try,
greeted.
alone is guarantee that it will be one
next six weeks.
To twinkle like a star on high.
of the best known and popular res
Last week when at Kennebago I orts in this part of the country.
Then of fishing there’d be none,
asked’ the captain of the steamboat
“ It is no use to troll from a motor
Then e’en rowing, no longer fun,
to please leave me at “ Forestholme.” boat,” remarked one of the gentle
When we reached the wharf
my men standing on the wliarf, but I For it would be my delight,
To twinkle, twinkle all the night.
friend, Mrs. Eugene Atwood
was have fished enough and watched oth
there to welcome me. It did not ers, to know that the fish will bite
Twinkle, twinkle little star,
-----------i
seem possible a long >cold winter had when they are hungry.
How
I wonder what you are.
Fish taking Fly Readily and Deer come and gone since last I was a Mrs. Cole and I soon had a line Up above the world so high,
guest at this wonderfully beautiful out and were off over the lake, asummer home in the Maine wilder round the island, In and out the Like a diamond in the sky.
Seen "Often
ness. It wras the wedding annivers coves, along the shore, and I had
Especially when the crust
ary of my good friends, Mr. and Mrs. the sport of hooking and landing a When the blazing sun has set,
is the crisp, flaky, tender
When the grass with dew is wet,
kind that W illiam Tell
The following guests registered at Eugene Atwood of Stonington, Conn., fine trout, which proves you can Then you show your little light.
and
everywhere
about
the
camp
makes—the digestible, whole
catch fish trolling from a motor boat.
Lake Parlin House for week ending
some crust that brings every
roses
that Surely no one had a nicer supper or And twinkle, twinkle all the night.
July 19:
C. A. Humphrey, Madison were American beauty
one back for a second piece.
James Lumsden and wife, Cooper L. friends had sent, and their perfume, a trout cooked in better shape than
They like William Tell cake
You w a rn to a d v e rt)** w rie r* you
Robeson and wife, Reading Mass.; mingled with the best wishes of a I.
just as well, and William Tell
host
of
friends,
was
everywhere
pres
.can
U *t th e b * * t results fro m m#r*#y
Mr.
Cole
has,
In
the
short
time
he
Mr. and Mrs. Ely Raymond, South
bread, biscuits and muffins.
ent.
lias been at Mingo received letters expended.
T r y M ain e W ood*.
Norwalk, Conn.; K. D. Scates and
The reason? Ohio Red Winter
Mr. and Mrs. Z. A. Atwood of New from many of his old friends and cus
wife
of
Boston;
Abbott
and
wife,
Wheat and a special process of
John Stobie and wife, G. A. Tibbetts ton, Mass., were guests at For tomers and six New York ladies are
milling obtainable only in
and wife, Waterville; W. A. Hoyt, estholme and the party had been at already happily located for weeks
(27)
Little Kennebago where they watch in the camps, and when the August
Jr., Atlanta, Ga.
The fish are taking the fly readily, ed the deer feeding on the shore days come there will be a full house.
The automobile parties are daily
several fine catches being brought in and caught many a gamy trout.
by K. A. Skinner, Walter Mecham
Mrs. Eugene Atwood is an expert stopping here for dinner and each
and Ely Raymond, The deer are dry fly angler,
and she catches and all are greatly delighted with the
Mrs. Cole is a charming
quite plentiful and are often seen many a handsome trout that Is return' place.
C. H . McKenzie T rad ing Co.,
near the house.
ed to the water. A 2^.-pounder gave hostess, who is continually thinking
Phillips, M aine.
her great sport the other evening and of something to add to the pleasure
may it be a 5-pounder and ready and happiness of the guests.
The automobile and motor boat
to accept tlie dainty fly offered now
Catches by the neck or body in
and then before it is served for din from Mingo is always in demand for
stead of the feet, killing- instantly
without injuring the pelt. , A hu
ner; and may thesg charming people those who lovq tlie lake and country,
mane feature that is very com
mendable; BESIDES IT SAVES
What YOU Need
who cast so much sunshine and hap and -we are pleased to learn this
EVERY FUR FOR THE TR A P
Perhaps YOU—like hundreds of
PER. The only trap ever con
piness into tlie lives of others, pass will be one of the Maine resorts that
structed with a DOUBLE TRIP
others—are all “ run down.” Not
many a mile stone together on life’s will be open in October and those
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot
sick enough to take to bed—nor
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
highway in their log camp where they; who love to roam our forests after
miss work. But your appetite is
ing furs of mink, skunk, ‘ ‘ soon” ,
etc. There is no escape, the trap
poor—your food doesn’t digest —
have made beauitful the wilderness birds and deer will be glad to know
per gets every pelt.
your bowels fail to act freely
they
may
come
to
Mingo.
on
the
shore
of
Kennebago
lake.
HI JIF brings illustrated Guide
L! I ><tl L giving the first time in
“ E. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
Fly Rod.
print th&ytreasured secrets of the
will tone you up so you feel like new.
wisest old vrappers in this country.
• How would you like to spend your
Bath, Me.
It’s worth dhljars to you.
“ We have used your ‘ L. F.' Atwood’s
days and niglits on a mountain top
Medicine for the last ten years for all
in the wilds o f Maine with only a.
kinds of sickness, and we think it a great
family remedy. I know of others who
pet dog for company? That is what
have used it and who regard it just as
highly. Two or three doses will tone a per
Bert Braun, with his little dog, “ Pin
son right up, and make him feel like new.
[signedj F. I'.. L ewin
head” is doing up on the top of West
Big bottle—J5C—your dealer’s.
Kennebago, 3910 feet above the sea
Sample FKEE l>y mail—from us.
TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY COT,
Box W,
OAK PARK, ILL.’
East Orange, N. J., July 27.
‘L. F.” Medicine Co.. Portland, Me.
level, keeping watch with a power To the Editor o f Maine Woods;
ful field glass over the surrounding
What lias happened to the project

NEW STEPS POP
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Flour

A
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and no files to bother. We had a fine up the stream two miles and ate our beautiful spot it is to spend a £ew the evening.
supper of hot biscuits, trout, eggs, cake lunch; then came back clown to the weeks’ vacation. We spent the night
Mrs. Stanley S. Covert of Mont*
and tomatoes, which he served in fine lake and around the east shore to at Dunphy’s camps, and there I had clair, N. J., and son have opened
shape, and we put in a most delightful Moose Point Camps, and then along the pleasure of using the landing net
their camp and later they will be
time and had a good bed to sleep in. around the shore to the foot of the for one of Mr. Dunphy’s sons, who
joined by Mr. Covert and son, who
lake
and
back
to
our
tent.
It
made
We saw two deer that day.
hooked and landed a four and one-half will remain for the rest of the sea
Well, I had the fishing and camp
We got an early start the next morn a great day’s outing, and to say we had pound salmon on a fly. The boy was son.
ing fever on me for a long time, as
an appetite for supper is putting it
I used to act as a guide for fishing ing from the camp back to our canoe, mild. We saw seven deer on our day’s only thirteen years old.
Miss Frances Pines of Minneapolis,
The next morning Mr. Dunphy took
and hunting parties up until two years where we loaded up again and pushed trip. We caught all the fish we wanted
Minn.,
is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
us up to Cross lake five miles to meet
on up the river three miles to Fish
ago.
to eat, and what more does any the daily stage from Guerrette, Me., Chapman for a few weeks.
River Falls and where there is a carry
At last my wife and I decided on
one w’ant up there where you cannot to Stockholm, wliere we arrived at
The Weld band has reorganized
of about one-fourth of a mile. The
the date as the 24th day of June,
under
the leadership of Mr. Avery of
take care of them?
noon, July the 6th, well pleased with
falls have several pitches in them and
and the trip to be on the Fish river
The next morning was July the 2nd, our trip and ready to go to work again. New Bedford. Mr. Buker is presi
are very pretty.
We arrived there
chain of lakes, commencing with
and as we had a long way around by We saw over forty deer on our trip, dent and Lester Lee, treasurer. It
about 10 A. M.. There we met two
Portage Lake, which is on the B. &
water to get home, we had to make had all the fish anyone could want, saw is hoped later in the season they
men who had been up in the little pond
A. R. R. between Ashland Junction
above the falls catching bull frogs for a start down river, but we did hate to many pretty sights, and took many will give a series of open air con
and Fort Kent.
the Boston market. They had secured leave that spot. We took down our tent, snap-shots, some of which I will en certs in the village.
We left Stockholm on the mdtor some very large ones. Their names packed up and started. At the foot close.
During the past month, on July 5th,
car at 11.15 A. M. for Squa Pan were Hayward and Karam, and they of the lake I caught one nice salmon,
Now those chain of lakes are full Harrison C. Fales of New Rochelle,
Junction to connect with the north were from New Jersey. They also had and five trout on a fly, and' my wife of trout, togue and salmon. Anyone N. Y. spoke at the Congregational
bound train for Portage Lake, and a little young fox, which they had took a white fish on the troll, which wishing to have a fine trip and see lots church on Brazil and the Brazilians
there at Squa Pan our troubles began. caught on their trip and were taking made more than vve really wanted, but of game and enjoy camp life in gene under the reign of Don Pedro in the
The north and southbound trains cross down the river. We ate our lunch you know how it is, when the fish want ral, cannot do better than follow by early seventies. Music on this oc
there. I set my suit case down beside with these men, and took a picture of to come for a fly it is hard to keep from lake across those lakes and rivers, and casion was a solo by Miss Althea
the station door to wait for the train. them with the fox on a stump between throwing it on the water. We carried if I can give any directions to anyone Parlin of this town, accompanied by
The southbound train came up first them. With the help of Mr. Karam and our duffle and canoe around the falls, I will gladly do so.
»
the organist, Elmer Metcalf.
This
and went on down the Siding, and when Haywood we carried our luggage ate a lunch and then took to the quick
Yours respectfully,
was followed on July 8th by a lecture
I went to get my suit case to get on around the falls and continued our water down to Portage Like twenty
W. W. Ketchum, Stockholm, Me. on Switzerland; habits and customs
board of the northbound train, it was journey up the river one mile and a miles. Now I can tell you there is
—Mars Hill Review. of the Swiss people, by Madame
gone. Now, 1 was in a pretty fix, as half to Big Fish Lake. We went across where the fun comes in, going down
Ruerat of Providence, assisted by
all of my lines, reels, flies, trolls and to the west shore, near the mouth of with the current in a canoe on a river
her husband, Prof. Ruerat, by rend
other small tackle were in the suit case a cold spring brook, there we pitched as pretty as that was. We saw eight
ering a number of the folk songs of
along with my wife’s wearing apparel, our tent, and there we had the first deer on our way down. Every once in
the French Swiss during the lecture.
a
while
my
wife
would
wave
her
hand
which she was to use after we left batch o f “sinkers.” Biscuit cooked in
A violin solo by Morattel Ruerat, ac
Portage Lake. Well, I got busy with an out-door baker, trout and fried po and say good-bye to a deer, and they
companied the organist. On July 12
would
wave
their
handkerchiefs
in
re
telegrams and finally the conducted got tatoes, with “Bill'’ as cook, we ate a
Appreciative of the Services of Rev. John Waterworth of South Port
turn. She says the deer up that way
my case located away down near Ash hearty supper.
land delivered a sermon on “ The
land Junction, but we could not con
the
Summer
Guests
Big Fish Lake is a pretty sheet of are very polite. We got down to Por
Kingdom of Heaven” and the musi
tage
village
about
7.30
P.
M.
where
we
tinue our trip until the next day, so water about seven miles long by two
cal number was a piano selection
wo were obliged t© stop over night at miles wide with seven or eight islands stopped for the night, and we got a
by McDonald, by Miss Marguerite
(Special
Correspondence.)
few
more
supplies.
Portage Lake village. The rw?xt day in It. On one ef the islands there is a
Fales of New Rochelle,, N. Y.
The next morning, July 3rd, we went
about 5.30 P. M. we got a motor boat set of sporting camps owned by Leon
across
to
Oak
Point
camps
owned
and
Weld,
July
27.
to take us up to the head of the lake Oreutt of Ashland, Me. On the east
Mr. George F. B. Putnam of New IM P O R T A N T P O A C H IN G A R R E S T S
and four miles up the river "to what shore there is another set of private run by Miss Clara Orcutt of Ashland,
Me
We
took
a
few
snap-shots
of
the
ton
Center, with his family will oc
they call “ The Hayshed,” where sup eamps owned by an outside party by
The members of the Fish and Game
plies are toted hn and kept for sup the name of Bishop. The camjps are camps, which are very prettily located cupy Camp Nic Nac on the west
Commission are elated over the ar
plies for the several lumber camps in called Moose Point Camps. There is in the shade of oak trees. Then we side during the month of August.
that section. It is nine miles from one stream 'called Chase Brook that continued on down Portage to the out
All the cottages on the west side rest and conviction of the five Can
Portage Lake village. We arrived at comes in on the north end of the lake, let which runs into St. Froid lake, will be occupied during August,, eith adian poachers, w.hich was reported
in the Skowhegan news journal.
The Hayshed at 7.30 P. M. and found fixiother on tthe west side about mid eleven miles away. There is as pretty er by their owners or their friends.
a good place to stop without putting way up the lake called Smith Brook, a thoroughfare as one wishes to look
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Foster of Commissioner W. I. Neal writes
up our tent. A man was tlrare watch and there is fine brook fishing up these at. We ate our bunch along its bank Dixfield are at one of Dummer’s leg that it will not only be beneficial as
and went on down to Froid lake, which bungalows for the summer.
a warning to people across the line,
ing -the camps !by the name of Isaac tw o streams;.
Bubar. The camp is owned by Doll
Well, the morning o f Juno 28th be is nine miles long. On the east shore
Mr. and Mrs. Fullerton of Colum who own a good rifle and are part
Nickerson, a noted lumberman. We ing Sunday and out ©f sight'Of prying is Winiterville station where the B. & bus, Ohio are at one of Dummer’s leg ial to Maine game even in close
had a fine bed and no flies, as Mr. Bu eyes, we concluded to look around a M. R. R. goes from Bangor to Fort bungalows with the George Franks time, but will he an incentive to our
bar had screen (doors and windows on little, so we hooked up oar lines and Kent, Me. On the west shore there are of Columbus.
entire force of game wardens
to
his camp.
•went on a tour around to the islands. two sttts of sporting camps, one owned
keep
up
their
vigilant
watch
and
pro
Addice Nelson of Brookline, Mass.,
Well, we got .-a good early start up: My wife caught a nice large trout on by T. N. Tweedie and the other by is boarding at Mrs. Henry Swett’s tection of our valuable game.
Tire
George
Lowe.
We
put
up
at
Lowe’s
the river, which is all quick waterj the troll which was enough for our
Independent-Reporter
of Skowheg
for the summer.
from -there to the Falls, thirteen miles -•dinner. We visited all the islands in camp, but we found sadness, as George
Mr. and Mrs. W. Nelson Tukham an Thursday said of the case;
to Big Fish Lake. We hsul a prettyi cluding Orcutt’s, also Moose Point; Lowre and his wife were drowned from of New Bedford, Mass, are boarding
Game Warden Robert Gross arriv
big load in our canoe, and as 1 had not ■Camps, which are ;very jirettily situa-’ a -canoe -on .June 3rd, and were found
ed
here last night with five Canadi
three
June 24th by their son Charlie Lowe. with Mrs. H. G. Swett for
poled ione for two years, it was pretty(j ted.
an poachers, whom he had arrested
weeks.
hard work. But the water was just1 We got back to our tent with ap The cause of the accident was un
Mrs. Ezra Swett with two sons of Tuesday on Norris Brcok Dam in
the right pitch t»o make 'good poling. petites like bears, but were soon sat known.
Dixfield
is staying at D. B. Swett’s this state, thirty-five miles front SeOn the next morning, Jnly the 4th,
W e got six miles up the river to a) isfied with boiled trout, tried potatoes,
for
a
week
while Mrs. Swett visits boomook and eight miles this side
lumber camp on the right hand side, hot biscuit and coffee. Then we picked we continued on down the Jake; at the
He
was
her daughter in’ Colebrook, N. H. of St. Zachery, Canada.
at the .mouth of xbe stream called Fur- some boughs to make -our bed good foot there is a dam used for driving
met
here
by
Game
Commissioner
She
will
make
the
trip
by
auto
as
gerson Brook, which is the outlet -of a ana soft, and cooked U P some extra purposes. 7K?e carried around the dam
Walter I. Neal, whom he had previ
little take, and fi.here, thanks to the biscuits for it looked like rain, and at and on down the river three miles to guest of Mr. and Mrs. Bedell of Au
ously
notified and-the culprits were
burn.
skill of the Mrs. we got renough fine is no fun to cook <©u.t in the rain. M e Eagle Lake, which is sixteen miles
lodged in jail to await the hearing
Mr.
William
Soule
and
Mr.
Niles
long,
and
is
the
junction
of
the
two
trout for our dinner, which were eaten •did not need any .more fish so we
which is now in progress.
with a relish, afutr the labor of get went out -to look auround the shore for branches for Fish river water, and of Boston were guests Sunday of Mr.
Warden Gross, who by the way, is
Soule’s
family.
•
empties
into
the
St.
John
river
at
Fort
ting up the river. There ’.was a man game. This morning we saw two deer
Mrs. Charlotte Harmon Millard and spoken of as a. nervy officer, after
by the name of W*. rren Kt-lley and his; •and at night we saw three more at the Kent, Me. Ihrom where the river from
carson watching those camps, .which were mouth .of Chase Brook. They were St JY-oid Jake empties into Eagle lake daughter, Alice of Portland are guest j noticing tracks and finding the
owned by Harry IHtevens o f Portage iplaying like lambs and wue got up real is only about one-fourth of a mile o ” her mother, Mrs. Joseph Harmon. ; cass of a deer, while searching
On Friday evening Miss Plummer; the possible offenders of the law,
Lake, wlch a lot of next Winter’s sup /Close to them. That evening the loons .acres® the lake; there you can keep
the
Jeft
hand
shore,
and
you
come
to
•and
Teddy Riggs of the Maples gave heard a couple of rifle shots.
He
plies in them.
jgave us a grand serenade. We could
.After lunch we went up .the river .hear the echo all around the lake. We the thoroughfare between Squaw lake a beach party under the manage- shortly encountered two fellows carto what is called “Th e High ELundings,” „put in a nice evening round our camp and Eagle Jake, and on the lake shore ment of J. B. Houghton, who had rying rifles and a little later four
and they rare some 3iigh. They are on fire as it was chilly enough for one to you-.will find one of the prettiest camps, charge of the large bonfire and the more came along dragging a deer,.
the left hand bank jgoing up and are have a gsfixQd night’s /sleep on our fresh if not the wary best in the State, own smaller fire whore marshmallows The official forthwith ordered a sur
about thirteen miles- from ffte mouth hough bed. We had our tent arranged ed and run by a man by the name of were toasted and corn popped. render of guns and arrested five of
Lewis Titus from New York
The Some of the latest popular music was them for hunting without licenses
of the river. There we concluded to
that the flies could not bother us.
take a side trip so -roe Hauled <x>ut our
We got aip early Monday morning, camps ai\e fitted up fine in every way, furnished by Mr. Riggs, who brought during close time. The sixth mem
ca n *’ and .put our Jvggage antler it, June 29th, and found it cloudy. We had and Mr. Titus’ private camp one w'ould his Victrola to the shore. All who ber of the party was only a boy and
and started on a main ha.uling road a *cup of bet coffee and a little lunch, go a long Way out of his course to look were present thoroughly enjoyed t1 e was allowed to return home. Gross
about due south, which went to an then we tried for a fish which we got .at.
evening and great credit is due Miss was accompanied to Skowhegan by
Now Mr. Titus is a personal friend
other one ofl Doll Nickerson's .camps, near the camp. It was a three and onePlummer and Teddy, who managed Fire Warden Roscoe Emery and Tom
•one and three-fourths cpf a mile tfrom half pound .togue which we got on a of mine, so I went down to see him, the affair so successfully.
Bushey.
the river. We arrived £i*ere about four shiner. We went on down to the foot bat he was down to the village about
Later the five Canadians who were
Miss Mildred Plummer of Boston,
o ’clock P. M. and we found asmther of the lake w here we got several trout eight miles away. We found out he who has been at the Maples for tw o jarrested for poaching Tuesday gave
roan looking after those camps by the on Hies. It began to rain and we hit would be back that night and was weeks, leaves Monday for a week a t; ^licii* names as Thomas, Exumer,
name of .Dennis Cyr of JJoulton, 3Ie. for camp where we cooked our dinner going to set off some fire-works. As Squirrel Island.
Archie, Lewis and Joseph Rivire and
Ho has a prerfcty place to ere; a nice of fisth and other things; which tasted we wanted to camp up at the head of
The Sunday evening services at|dosePl1 Reviston. They pleaded guilgauflen planted and it was looking very nice cooked out of doors. We the thoroughfare, four miles away, wTe the Congregational church under the
and were sentenced to 30 days in
well. The camp*; were nestf. and clean cooked up some extra so that if it went on up and put up our tent, ate direction of Mr. Wocdworth are prov-j
and to Pay costs amounting to
rained we would be all right. Our tent supper then went back, and to say we ing to he very delightful and
in-j $94.68. Thomas Rivire also pleaded
spent
a
fine
evening
is
putting
it
mild,
was small—only 7x7 and a three foot
structive to the large audiences miilty to shooting a deer and was
wall, bu.t it was fixed up with a split as Lewis is one of those jovial, happy
MAPS OF MAINE
that greet the speakers. Last Sun-; sentenced to 30 days and costs afellows,
and
you
cannot
help
enjoying
floor beside our .bed. We had lots of
RESORTS AND ROADS reading matter and a deck of cards, yourself in his company. He set off day Rev. John F. Vichert of the First mounting to $43.64. The men did not
Baptist church of Providence, R. I , have money with them to pay the
Maine Woods ha« frequent inquiries so we did not mind it any,-as we kept a lot of fire-works and showed us
for maps o f the fishing regions of the a good fire in front of the tent. We around the camps, and when we got was the speaker of the evening and *'nes> hut will attempt to obtain t e
state, etc. We can furnish the follow saw two Acer on our trip down the back to our tent it was one o’clock in had for his subject, “ The Joy of t’ e amount fr°m their homes.
ing maps:
Mr. Herbert Sammond of
------------------------ -----the morning; and our bed felt so good Job.”
Franklin County
■$ .50 lake.
Subscribe Now fo r
Maine Woods.
Ir.i the morning w<? still found it rain- and we were so tired we did not wake Brooklyn, iN. Y. played the response
Somerset County
.50
Oxford County
.50 infi, but we had plenty of fish and other up until 10 A M.. It being Sunday and to the prayer and was followed by a
Piscataquis County
*50 provisions^ so we spent file day look our. last day on the water, we did not duet by Mr. Frank of Columbus, C.,
Aroostook County
-50
A G AM E GETTER
hurry; we ate our breakfast at 11.30 and Mrs. Lowas of Pawtucket, R. I.
doesn’t allow rust on bis gun__
Washington County
_
-&0 ing around the tent until evening when
neitherdoes“ 3-in-one.” Heav,
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00 it cleared off tine and we went out and took down our tent and started These services are growing in popu
oils and greases cannot prevent
Geological map of Maine
35 and picked up a few trout off the mouth up Square, Lake to the mouth of the larity as shown by the large audi
rust because they simply coat
the
surface and dry out.
R. R. map of Maine
*.35 of Chase Brook where we saw more thoroughfare between Square and Cross ence that greeted the visitors, and:
Androscoggin County
.35
3 /f Z (p s/&
everybody
appreciates
kindness
of
t!
o
.sinks into the pores of
Cumberland County
.35 deer; the bull-frogs gave us a grand lakes, where there is located a set of
,* I
-summer
people
who
so
kindly
gh
e
he
metal, forming a
sporting
camps
managed
by
Elbridge
tune
on
the
base
viol.
The
next
morn
Hancock County
.50
'elicate, imperceptible
Kennebec County
.35 ing being July 1st, and the lake as Dunphy from Island Falls, Ale., where their services. Next Sunday even
overcoat that pre
Knox County
,
*35 calm as a mirror, we concluded to one can be accommodated in fine shape. ing Mr. H. C. Merwin of Boston
ss
lust or
tarnish on
Lincoln and SagadahocCounties
.35
whom we all know as a member cf
make
a
complete
tour
of
the
lake.
We
Square
lake
is
about
ten
miles
long
him i hi
i i >t hr barrel
Penobscot County
*50
,n toe ”^54gg^^jAhore, at
any and every actioft^ kp o i n t .
Waldo County
*3o went up the west shore to the inlet and three miles wide, being the home the Association for the Protection of
Lubricates the maga xi zin e,
York County
.35 which is on the south end of the lake, of trout, togue and salmon. There is Animals will give a talk on “ Ourj
triggers, etc. Our booklet tells
a sample proves— both free.
where Car Pond, Claton Lake and another set of sporting camps on the Friends, the Dumb Animals” , and
J. W B R A C K E T T C O ., Fox
3 IN 1 OIL C O M P A N Y
Brook streams all converge into east shore of the lake owned and run Mr. and Mrs. George Lowas of Paw
124 N e w S t. , Sew York
Phillips
Maine. one stream to form the inlet. We went by J. P. Yerxa of Ludlow, Me., and a j tucket will furnish the music during
—
—

FISHING TRIP
IN AROOSTOOK

ALL AROUND
LAKE WEBB

P H IL L IP S ,

Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Gamps

H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,

'

Jackman, Maine

COME TO OTTER POND

And igat the best large Trout and Salmon fishing in the state
through'May and June. For particulars write

George H. McKenney, Prop.,

YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE

Caratunk, Maine.

PIERCE POND CAMPS. Salmon weighing up
to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce
Pond in 1913. Best of fly fishing in small ponds.
Send for circular and reference.

C. A. SPAULDING. Caratunk. Maine.

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT

John'earville’s Gamps

T h e G arry P on d G am ps
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout
fishing and good accommodations.
Send for Booklet.
V HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

a t S p r in g L a k e
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
foremost charmingly situated on the shores ot
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, grandest Bean
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook t rout.
Backboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Aiilage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARV1LLE, Flagstaff. Me.

COTTAGE TO RENT
For the Season of 1914

On the east shore of Rangeley Lake.
One of the best log cottages on the
lake and in ideal location. Completely
furnished, running water, baths and
everything in first-class condition. We
have several other very desirable Sum
mer cottages on and near Rangeley
Lake, fully furnished and at reason
In the able prices.

SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS.
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
.
Hemon S'. Blackwell. Dallas. Maine

jm
POND G A M P S
IN DEAD k lV E R REGION.
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Y\ rite
for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.

W EST

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
Best of Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
Also Trolling and Deep Water Fishing for large
Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk,
cream and poultry products, from Oamp Farm.
Send for Booklet W. H- BEAN, Proprietor,
Gerard, Somerset County, Maine.

T H R IL L IN G

ti. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland,
Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
Camps at Long
Pond.
Many
out-lying ponds,
S. C. HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

FISHING
Write

Furbish & Herrick.

Insurance and Real Estate,
Rangeley,
Maine.

END

HOTEL

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
DEAD RIVER REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date ih every
Darticular. Maine’s ideal family vaca:ion resort. Good fishing and hunting
lection Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’r, Eustisf Maine.
OUANANICHE LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co.. Me.
World wide known for its famous fishing.
\mcation and hunting country.
Norway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can take steamer to
any part of the laxe territory. The best hunt
ing, fishing and vacation section of beautifu
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G.
ROSE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
April 1st.
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing, in Maine. Fly
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.

CHASE POND CAMPS.
Now is the
thus to plan your 1914 <-»uting. Why
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
Raies.reasonable. Write for booklet.
tiU l CHADOURNE, Prop.,

Bingham, Maine

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

J U L Y 30, 1914

ENTERTAINING AT "~M8
AUTO TRIP TO
CAMP HAVERHILL
THE BALSAMS

S EA SO N

CLOSED

PENOBSCOT

FO R

R IV E R

C A T C H IN G
SALM ON

A T T H E W E IR S

The season for catching Penobscot
weirs, Bangor
Many Camps Now Taken fdr the
has closed. Taken altogether,
the
season has been one of the poorest
Portland Gentleman Most For
Entire
Season
in years, for some reason that can
tunate Angler.
not be given by those who are in
touch with the market.
A Bangor
(Special Correspondence.)
________
Lakewood Camps, Middle Dam,
gaid Mt. Camps, Mooselookmeguntic dealer said Thursday afternoon that
July 24. The three seated buckboard
Ju,y 27_ since ,aat week there not more than half as many fish cam
with a party who are to make the have been daily arrivals, and when the into the Bangor market this spring
trip though Dixville Notch, has just week ends this will be a “ full house" if as usually arrive here during the
season.
started across the carry. The roads all come who are expected.
Although the time limit for killing
are in excellent shape and at Errol
The quiet and beauty of this lake re
the salmon at the pool does not ex
Dam one of the touring cars from
gion must be seen and enjoyed before
pire until October 1, the fishermen
The Balsams! will be waiting to make
the city people can believe the half that
the return tlrough what is acknow is told them, and as they write of the are about through by the time the
ledged to bq one of the most won hot weather, here in camp the open fire law prohibits the taking of fish at
derful hits of mountain scenery in is needed for comfort as well as cheer, the weirs. No salmon have been tak
en at Bangor pool for quite a few
this part o f the world.
in the morning and evening.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Vreeland and
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Prince of Port days, and unless something except
friends, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Oddie of land who are touring in their auto ional occurs, no more will be taken
this year.
New York, after touring from their started for home this morning.
Pool fishing has also been remark
home up through the Adirondack® an
“ Are you after a big fish?" I asked a
around in Canada, came to South party of Bostonians as they started out ably poor in 1914. A salmon expert
Arm where they left their automobile on the lake this afternoon. “ Oh, we who keeps a record of the fish taken
and spent a delightful week in Camp just take our fishing rods along, but informs the Commercial that between
never think of what we catch as much 40 and 50 fish have been taken since
Comfort.
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Hickey of New as o f the pleasure of being out in this the first of April , making the sea
son one of the slackest in the last
London, Conn.,, after a pleasant stay clear, cool a ir," was their answer.
E.
L.
Hixon
of
North
Attleboro,
dozen
years.
The present season
of ten days, are now touring the
Mass., coming in his big touring car, is the third smallest.
There were
lake.
reached here Saturday, and made quick two years when only 38 or 39 salm
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Van Roden and er time over Beech .Hill than in the days
on were killed since 1902. The recor
sons, Clarence C. aid J. Ramsey when Mose Wells droye the stage from
year of the past 12 was 1912, when
Van Roden of Philadelphia, who for ’hillips, and “ Uncle John Perkins"
no less than 158 were taken just
years have been annual comers were j f rom Farmington to Phillips. “ Things Ibelow the dam.
heartily
on _ their arrLal
chanered since
since mem
them days,
davs ” as
aq one
one * The
mi fly fishermen
,
. * .welcomed
.
in have onangeu
cannot offer an
this week, a*d are now happi.y lo 0f the guides just remarked.
explanation for the scarcity of fish,
cated in Camb Repose for the season., Coming. for their firai trip to the explanation for the scarcity of
which is not confined to salmon and
Saturday
fee young
gentlemen, itangeleys, Miss Helen C. Savage a n d p i t
.
with Fred ^ork their guide., start her nephew, John B. O’Brien of Brookenooscot n er. The angling at
Green lake, Brewer lake, Bryant’s
for a ten da^s’ canoe and tramping ,yn, N. Y., are much pleased with camp
pond, Phillip^ and other nearby
trip through to Canada.
life here at the foot o f the* mountain
bodies of water has been without
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Jordan of and plan to remain until September.
Boston, who are both fine musicians
Misjs A. L. $ Foulke and her sister, much result compared to past sea
and great favorites at this hotel, Miss I. M. Foulke of Brooklyn, N. Y., sons.
If the reason is because of vCondiwhere they have been coming each who were here several years ago, have
summer f o r ’ several years, are
this! returned for another season.
tions apparent to the ordinary
man
season
accompanied by Boston I Mr. and Mrs. Leon W. Goodrich of i
^ne of weather, ** is due *°
friends, who came for the first time, Brooklyn, have taken Camp Daisy for ^le ^^h water of the early spring,
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Tibbott and her! another summer and later will be joined c0^ weather
thatlasted well
Into
father, H . N . Milliken.
Mrs.
T ib - 1by others.
,
May, and the general backwardness
bott’s father was for four years the
At Camp Haverhill, Mr. and Mrs. E. of tlie season. Otherwise, the
aversecretary to President Harrison. Foster Clark and son James, anddaugh-1 aS© fisherman has no explanation
This party have had good fishing but ter Henrietta, o f North Attleboro, ' tc make.
“ It’s like business conas yet record no big ones, but in- Mass., are greatly enjoying their “ at ditions; we say business is good or
tend to land them later.
home f or the summer." They are now poor, and generally we don’t know
Mr. and Mrs. N. Akers and two entertaining as guests, their friends the reason why,” remarked a busi
children of Rumford with P. W. Mr- and Mrs- H- H- Pierce and son, ness man-fisherman, Thursday.
Naturally, salmon has not been so
Learned, Jr., and C. B. Newton of Master Harry, ol the same city; and
Andover, after a week in camp on seyeral 2 pound fish they have caught j cheap this year as in the past.
The
Mooselookmeguntic Lake registered this week and exPect to land the big lowest price for salmon in the years
of plenty lias been 20 cents a pound,
here Thursday, going home by auto ones later.
Mr. and Mrs. ^B? Murdock o f Need but this year, 25 cents was the bot
from South Arm.
the
Camp Wenonah is taken until the ham, Mass., have returned home after tom figure, and that only for
a week at the Portland Camp.
cheapest cuts. The fisli did not ar
September days by Mr. and Mrs. G.
Three young gentlemen from Boston, rive until late and there were few
Straubenmuller of New York City,
Messrs. Howard Bartlett, Sam’l Walk- when they did come. The first fish.
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Am
brose. who are greit'y enjoying this, ei and S. Butler are having a great taken by Michael Flanagan a t * the
Kicker Camp.
j pool a few hou** after the season
their first stay in the Maine woods.
W. A. Stevensof Portland, who with: openea on the momiBg o£ Aprll
Mr. and Mrs. Philip L. Warren of
Mrs. Stevens is the guest of Mr. and
Portland were among those who went Mrs. Samuel Boothby, has been the sold at $1.50 a pound to Bangor Dem
across
Umbagog lake and home most fortunate angler around here this ocrats, who sent it to Pres. Wilson.
through the mountains; also Mr. and week, as he caught a trout that After that the price went down to 25
cents. •
Mrs. A. G. Besse o f Boston.
weighed 5 1-2 pounds and a 6-pound
Camp Sunshine is taken for a salmon.
Tobacco Smoke.
number of weeks by a party of
Mrs. Frank P. Tigbe o f Boston has !
To dissipate the smell of tobacco
charming ladies who are much pleas this week caught a pair of salmon that
ed with life here by the lake shore. weighed two pounds each, but does n o t1smoke from a house, put a lump of
They are Miss Mary Goff of Jersey intend to report them until she lands a crystal ammonia into a jar and add
three or four drops of oil of lavender.
City and three sisters from Forest 5-pounder.
Pour ofer this a few tabh^ipoonfuls
Hill, N. J., Misses Anna D., Clara
of boiling water and let stand in the
M. and Helen I. McLean.
roc#n. It will g’ ve out a faint, pleas
Maine Camp O wners and
Hotel
C. H. Howard of New York, who
ant odor, which will entirely do away
Reach with all traces of the smell of tobao
came via Andover to South Arm by Proprietors W ho W a h t to
auto was on Saturday joined by Mrs. i People W ho A c tu a lly Come to Maine oo.—Good Housekeeping Magazine.
Howard, who an hour after her ar-! f ° r th eir S um m er V acations Cannot
Subscribe now for Maine Woodsy
rival caught with Chester Sweat Do Better T han A d vertise In Maine
$1.00 a Y e a r.
their guide caught a 3-pound salm Woods.
on that gave her great sport. They
have the bungalow and plan to re
main until August.
One of the best known agricultur
ists in New Hampshire, J. R. Os
borne of Pittsfield, accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Sanborn, Miss
Alice Sanborn of Boston and Miss
Alice Smith of Topsfield, Mass., com
ing via Colebrook and Errol, spent
part of the week here, returning
home this morning the same Toute.
Capt. and Mrs. Coburn have re
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
turned from an auto trip via Andov
er to the Balsams, where they had
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
a delightful stay nod found a large
number of summer people as usual
mock or something else you don’t want.
enjoying life.
Each day now brings tourists com
ing and going through the chain of
lakes and across Umbagog lake and
the travel this way for the next six
weeks promises to be larger than us
ual.
We have sold things for others, and we can do the

Lady Catches Pair of Salmon—A river salmon at the

Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles- being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of try
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and hay£ all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing- automobiling. etc.
rite foribooklet.

M A IN E ,

E X P E R IE N C E OF F O R 

M E R L E W IS T O N P E O P L E

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whitney, form
erly of Lewiston, had a thrillling ex
perience recently which came near
ending in a tragedy.
They started from Paradise camp,
over the San Marcos, California, where
the men and boys of the Y. M. C. A.
last year had their summer outing
place, intending to return by the Mis
sion Canyon trail. They left camp at
4.30 on horseback and stopped for the
night a short distance from the north
portal of the tunnel where they camped
on a sand bar, which at this point
divides the Santa Ynez river.
The river is shallow" here and ex
tremely rocky and in the morning in
attempting to ford the stream Mr.
Whitney rode out of what looked like
hard beach sand, thinking to avoid the
stones. Mi*. Whitney rode ahead, and
Mrs. Whitney waited a moment look
ing for the trail which was almost
washed away by the spring rains.
Turning to speak to her husband she
was horrified to see that he was to his
waist in quicksand, and that his horse
had disappeared, except the top of his
head.
Dsmounting Mrs. 'Whitney waded out
to where her husband was and walking
out on the horse’s back succeeded in
loosening and getting off the saddle,
throwing it back on the sand.
Mr.
Whitney succeeded in pulling himself
out by resting on the saddle.
The
horse had a hitch rope tied round his
neck and Mr. Whitney managed to get
hold of this, wrapping it round his
hand and by getting back to the sand
bar was able with the assistance of
Mrs. Whitney to finally get the horse
out of the sand.
Mrs. Whitney is very light, weighing
less than 100 pounds, and it is to this
that they attribute their escape. The
point where Mr. Whitney started to
cross the stream is the most likely
looking place to ford and one that any
body would choose. Mr. Whitney esti
mates that the spot is about 2.0 minutes
slow riding from the northern opening
of the tunnel at the point where the
trail leaves the carriage tracks, and
suggests that the place he marked so
as to warn others coming that way.

On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
—Best of hunting—Special rates for
June, September, October and Novem
Cypress.
ber—Write for Booklet.
Forest botanists recognize only one
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
cypress in the United States. Its
Pleasant Island,
Maine. range extends from Delaware south
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE ward around the coast into Texas and
up the Mississippi valley to Illinois
On Rahgeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile and Indiana. It is one of the few
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House ccne-bearing trees which drop their
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
leaves in winter. The heartwood of
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
cypress is noted for its decay-resistant
Raugeley, Maine.
properties.

BIG RESULTS
FRO M SM A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else yis sure to want it

O ur P rin tin g D epartm ent fo r Y ears
Has Made a Specialty
of
Camp
P rin tin g .
W e Know Just
W hat
You W an t.
Send to Us fo r Sam p
les and Prices.
W e guarantee S at
isfaction.

same for you> Hates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
MAINE WOODS,
v
Phillips, Maine

